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1. Executive Summary 

Novo Nordisk resubmitted NDA 208751 on 29th March, 2017 (Original NDA submitted on 9th 

December, 2015), seeking marketing approval for insulin aspart (proposed trade name Fiasp) 
to improve glycemic control in adults with diabetes mellitus. Fiasp is developed as a meal time 
insulin with the claim of a ‘greater early glucose lowering effect’ when compared to the 
currently approved NovoLog® (insulin aspart injection 100 units/mL). The drug product intended 
for market (insulin aspart 100 units/mL) is a clear, colorless solution available as a 10 mL vial or 
3 mL cartridge (assembled into a pre-filled disposable pen-injector).  

During the review of original NDA 208751 submission, a Complete Response Letter was issued, 
in part due to the Office of Clinical Pharmacology concluding that the submitted clinical 
pharmacology data was unacceptable (refer to Complete Response Letter issued on 7th October, 
2016). The unacceptability of the pharmacokinetic (PK) data was due to deficiencies in the 
bioanalytical method used  in human serum. At the 
End-of-Review meeting (15th December, 2016), the Applicant agreed to characterize the PK of 
Fiasp using total insulin aspart concentrations.   

Novo Nordisk resubmitted NDA 208751 on 29th March, 2017, having addressed the deficiencies 
identified by the Office of Clinical Pharmacology.  

The clinical pharmacology program consists of 8 Phase 1 studies (euglycemic clamp and meal 
challenge studies) and 2 Phase 3a therapeutic confirmatory studies (pharmacodynamic (PD) data 
to supplement the clinical pharmacology data). The majority of the studies are conducted in in 
patients with Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM). A Phase 1 study and a Phase 3a study are 
conducted in healthy subjects and patients with Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), respectively.      

In the original NDA submission, in three Phase 1 studies, the PK of Fiasp based on total insulin 
aspart concentrations was reported as exploratory analysis (not primary PK endpoints). In the 
resubmission, retrospective analysis using total insulin aspart concentrations has been performed 
to characterize the PK of Fiasp in these studies. In one study, clinical samples were reanalyzed to 
quantify total insulin aspart concentrations. Results from a new meal challenge study 
characterizing the PK of Fiasp based on total insulin aspart concentrations have also been 
submitted. In all other studies, PD results following subcutaneous (SC) administration of Fiasp 
has only been reported.  

The Clinical Pharmacology review reports total insulin aspart concentrations/PK parameters as 
insulin aspart concentrations/PK parameters.  

1.1 Recommendation 

The Office of Clinical Pharmacology/Division of Clinical Pharmacology 2 (OCP/DCP-2) has 
reviewed the clinical pharmacology data submitted in support of NDA 208751 for insulin aspart 
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one of the times of administration from these two options to 
minimize the variability in their day-to-day and dose-to-dose 
variability in glycemic control. 

Dose adjustments may be needed when switching from 
another insulin product, with changes in physical activity, 
changes in concomitant medications, changes in meal patterns 
(i.e., macronutrient content or timing of food intake), and 
changes in renal or hepatic function or during acute illness to 
minimize the risk of hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia. 

Dosing in patient subgroups  No separate dose/dosing regimen is recommended in any 
patients subgroups due to intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 
However, due to the potential increased risk of hypoglycemia, 
patients with renal or hepatic impairment may require more 
frequent Fiasp dose adjustment and more frequent blood 
glucose monitoring.   

Labeling 
 

 

1.2 Post-Market Requirements and Commitments  

None. 

2. Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Assessment  

2.1 Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacokinetics  

Fiasp is a meal time insulin aspart indicated to improve glycemic control in patients with 
diabetes mellitus (T1DM and T2DM).  

The following is a summary of the clinical pharmacology of Fiasp: 
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Developmental Rational for Fiasp and Clinical Program Pursed by the Applicant 
Fiasp is developed as a meal-time insulin with the claim of a ‘greater early glucose lowering 
effect’ compared to the currently approved NovoLog® (global trade name of NovoRapid® 
reflected in the Applicant’s tables and figures; hereafter, comparator referred to as NovoLog in 
the review text). Compared to NovoLog, Fiasp formulation has 2 additional excipients, 
nicotinamide and L-arginine hydrochloride. The Applicant claims that the addition of 
nicotinamide results in a faster initial absorption of insulin aspart following SC injection, leading 
to a greater early glucose lowering effect when compared to NovoLog.  

The claimed changes to the time-action profile of Fiasp is reflected in the proposed labelling 
language under Dosage and Administration Section, which states the Fiasp should be 
administered at the start of a meal or post-meal (within 20 minutes after starting a meal) in 
comparison to NovoLog, which is recommended to be administered subcutaneously within 5-10 
minutes before a meal.  

The clinical pharmacology development program consists of 8 Phase 1 studies (euglycemic 
clamp and meal challenge studies), with the majority of the studies conducted in patients with 
T1DM (Figure 1). Two Phase 3a therapeutic confirmatory studies (NN1218-3852, NN1218-
3853) was conducted in patients with T1DM and T2DM, respectively, and provides PD results to 
supplement the clinical pharmacology data. The Applicant reports that all studies were 
conducted with the final Fiasp formulation intended for the market.  

 

Figure 1: Overview of studies contributing to the PK and PD evaulation of Fiasp  
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page14) 

Highlights of Fiasp Drug Product 
Drug substance: Insulin aspart is an analogue of human insulin where the amino acid proline has 
been replaced with aspartic acid in position B28. Insulin aspart is produced using recombinant 
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appearance was faster, time to 50% Cmax and tmax occurred earlier, early insulin aspart exposure 
was greater for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog following SC administration.   

Supporting the observed PK difference, the PD data from euglycemic clamp studies in patients 
with T1DM showed an earlier onset of action, time to 50% GIRmax (glucose infusion rate) and 
GIRmax occurred earlier, and a greater early glucose lowering effect was observed for Fiasp when 
compared to NovoLog. Thereby, the PD data from the euglycemic clamp studies support the 
Applicant’s claim of greater early glucose lowering effect for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog. 
These findings along with the quantitative analysis submitted by the Applicant establish a link 
between the PK and PD data for Fiasp in patients with T1DM.  

With regards to the clinical relevance of these PK/PD differences for Fiasp, postprandial glucose 
(PPG) excursion data from the Phase 1 meal challenge studies, which represent a more clinically 
relevant setting, showed that the PPG of pre-meal Fiasp was comparable to pre-meal NovoLog. 
Following post-meal dosing of Fiasp (20 min after start of intake of a standardized meal), PPG 
was on average higher than pre-meal NovoLog.   

Overall, the PK data supports a faster initial absorption of insulin aspart following administration 
of Fiasp when compared to NovoLog. The faster initial absorption of insulin aspart leads to a 
greater early glucose-lowering effect for Fiasp compared to NovoLog in euglycemic clamp 
settings. However, under meal challenge settings, the magnitude of these PK and PD differences 
do not translate into a greater early glucose lowering effect for pre-meal and post-meal Fiasp 
when compared to pre-meal NovoLog and do not substantiate the Applicant’s claims. 

Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic results from the Phase 1 studies are described below:  

Pharmacokinetics  

Pharmacokinetics of Fiasp compared to NovoLog 

Pharmacokinetic properties of Fiasp were characterized in 2 euglycemic clamp studies (NN1218-
3978, NN1218-3891) and in a meal challenge study (NN1218-3922). In Studies NN1218-3978, 
NN1218-3891, patients were administered a single dose of 0.2 unit/kg of Fiasp and NovoLog, 
and in Study NN1218-3922 the actual dose of Fiasp and NovoLog administered was in the range 
of 0.06 – 0.28 unit/kg (single dose, individualized dosing). Of the 3 studies, Study NN1218-3978 
was the largest PK study, in terms of the number of patients and the number of PK sampling 
points. For Study NN1218-3891, only the PK of Fiasp and NovoLog in young adult patients with 
T1DM are reported below. Refer to Appendix 5.1 for description of the studies and Appendix 5.4 
for information on the estimation of PK endpoints.  

Pharmacokinetics of Fiasp and NovoLog is characterized based on insulin aspart concentrations 
(total insulin aspart concentrations) as discussed at the End-of-Review meeting (refer to Section 
1). The reported PK of Fiasp and NovoLog are based on retrospective analysis. To enable 
comparison of PK endpoints between the 3 studies, the PK endpoints are consistent among the 
studies.  
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Mean insulin aspart serum concentration-time profiles for Fiasp and NovoLog stratified by study 
are presented in Figure 3. In all studies, a left shift in the PK profile of Fiasp compared to 
NovoLog was observed.     

 

Figure 3: Mean insulin aspart serum concentration-time profile for Fiasp (indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog (indicated via global 
tradename of NovoRapid in the Applicant’s figures above) following a 0.2 unit/kg dose, 
stratified by study (A) 0-6 hrs and (B) 0-2 hrs [In Studies NN1218-3978 and NN1218-3891 a 
0.2 unit/kg dose was administered; in Study NN1218-3922 the administered actual dose 
ranged from 0.06-0.28 unit/kg (for this study, serum concentrations are adjusted to a dose 
of 0.2 unit/kg)]  

(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, Appendix 5.2, page 9, 11) 

Onset of insulin aspart exposure 

Pharmacokinetics endpoints for assessment of ‘onset of insulin aspart exposure’ following 
administration of Fiasp and NovoLog are presented in Table 2 (refer to Appendix 5.2 for 
definition of PK endpoints).  

A faster mean onset of appearance was observed for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog in all 
studies, with the mean onset of appearance for Fiasp (2.53 min) appearing to be twice as fast 
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compared to NovoLog (5.24 min) in Study NN1218-3978 (estimated mean treatment difference 
of -2.71 min [-3.26; -2.16]95%CI, statistically significant).  

The mean time to 50% Cmax and mean time to tmax was earlier for Fiasp compared to NovoLog in 
the 3 studies. For study NN1218-3978, the mean treatment difference for mean time to 50% Cmax 
and time to tmax for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog was statistically significant (-9.41 min [-
11.54; -7.29]95%CI and -10.42 min [-18.52; -2.31]95%CI, respectively).    

Table 2: Onset of insulin aspart exposure following SC administration of single dose of 
Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) and NovoLog in adult 
patients with T1DM  

 
(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, page 51) 

Early insulin aspart exposure 

Early insulin aspart exposure (up to 2 hr post-dose) for Fiasp compared to NovoLog following 
administration of a single SC dose of 0.2 unit/kg (for Study NN1218-3922 the exposure has been 
adjusted to a 0.2 unit/kg dose) is presented in Figure 4.  

For Study NN1218-3978, insulin aspart exposure up to 90 min post-dose was statistically 
significantly larger for Fiasp compared to NovoLog. For Studies NN1218-3891 and NN1218-
3922, the early insulin aspart exposure (up to 90 min post-dose) was also larger for Fiasp when 
compared to NovoLog. In all studies, the largest difference in insulin aspart exposure for Fiasp 
compared to NovoLog was observed in the initial 15 mins post-dose, with the estimated mean 
treatment ratio ranging from 1.93 to 3.55. 
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Figure 4: Mean treatment ratios (95%CI) for early insulin aspart exposure (up to 2 hrs 
post-dose) for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and 
NovoLog in adult patients with T1DM (for Study NN1218-3922, the endpoints have been 
adjusted to 0.2 unit/kg) 

(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, page 54) 

Duration of insulin aspart exposure and late insulin aspart exposure 

Duration of insulin aspart exposure (time to late 50% Cmax) and late insulin aspart exposure 
(AUC2hr-t) following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog are presented in Table 3 (refer to 
Appendix 5.2 for description of PK endpoints).  

In Study NN1218-3978, the mean estimated time to late 50% Cmax was 12.6 min shorter for Fiasp 
when compared to NovoLog (treatment difference of -12.65 min [-26.41; 1.12]95%CI), reflecting 
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the left shift observed in the early part of the profile. Late insulin aspart exposure was 14% lower 
for Fiasp compared to NovoLog (treatment ratio of 0.86 [0.70; 1.06]95%CI). The geometric mean 
terminal half-life for insulin aspart was 68.1 min (median: 65.5 min) and 67.8 min (median: 64.4 
min) following SC administration of Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively.   

For Study NN1218-3922, the mean estimated time to late 50% Cmax was shorter (22.9 min) for 
Fiasp when compared to NovoLog; a larger treatment difference was observed in this study 
compared to Study NN1218-3978. Late insulin aspart exposure was 17% lower for Fiasp when 
compared to NovoLog. For Study NN1218-3891, a profound treatment difference was not 
evident for both PK endpoints when compared to the other 2 studies; this may be attributed to the 
smaller sample size in this study.      

Table 3: Duration of exposure and late exposure for insulin aspart following 
administration of single SC dose of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s 
table below) and NovoLog in adult patients with T1DM (for Study NN1218-3922, exposure 
has been adjusted to 0.2 unit/kg)  

 
(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, page 58) 

Total insulin aspart exposure and maximum concentration of insulin aspart 

In all 3 studies, the total exposure of insulin aspart (AUC0-tlast) and Cmax was comparable for 
Fiasp and NovoLog (total exposure: Study NN1218-3978, NN1218-3891, NN1218-3922 
(adjusted to dose of 0.2 unit/kg) mean treatment ratio of 0.98 [0.89; 1.09]95%CI, 1.13 [0.88; 
1.43]95%CI, 0.99 [0.95; 1.03]95%CI, respectively; Cmax: Study NN1218-3978, NN1218-3891, 
NN1218-3922 (adjusted to dose of 0.2 unit/kg) mean treatment ratio of 1.02 [0.93; 1.11]95%CI, 
1.06 [0.90; 1.25]95%CI, 1.05 [0.97; 1.14]95%CI, respectively). The results indicate that for Fiasp the 
total exposure and maximum concentrations of insulin aspart are comparable to NovoLog despite 
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evidence of an earlier onset of exposure and larger initial exposure (0-90 min) when compared to 
NovoLog.  

Overall the PK data from the 3 Phase 1 studies show a faster onset of insulin aspart exposure, a 
larger early insulin aspart exposure, a shorter duration of insulin aspart exposure (reflecting the 
left shift in the early part of the profile) following SC administration of Fiasp when compared to 
NovoLog. Total insulin aspart exposure and maximum concentrations were comparable for both 
treatments.  

Pharmacodynamics  

Pharmacodynamics of Fiasp compared to NovoLog in Euglycemic Clamp Studies 

Pharmacodynamic properties of Fiasp were characterized in 3 euglycemic clamp studies. Overall 
the results from the euglycemic clamp studies show a greater early glucose lowering effect 
following single dose administration of Fiasp when compared to NovoLog in patients with 
T1DM. Despite these differences, the total and maximum glucose lowering effects are 
comparable for Fiasp and NovoLog. 

Study NN1218-3978 

Mean GIR profiles following administration of Fiasp (blue solid line) and NovoLog in patients 
with T1DM are presented in Figure 5. Of note, results for the exploratory formulation (FIA(R)) 
have not been reported in the Clinical Pharmacology review. A left shift in the mean GIR profile 
for Fiasp was observed when compared to NovoLog. Refer to Appendix 5.5 for blood glucose 
profiles following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. 

 

Figure 5: Mean GIR profile (A) 0-12 hrs and (B) 0-2 hrs after a single SC dose (0.2 unit/kg) 
of Fiasp (FIA(Q)) and NovoLog in patients with T1DM in a euglycemic clamp setting (note 
FIA(R) (dash red line) is an exploratory formulation)  

(Source: NN1218-3978, Clinical study report, page 104-105) 

The primary objective of the study was to compare the early PD response, defined by area under 
the GIR profile from 0-2 hrs (AUCGIR,0-2hr), for Fiasp and NovoLog. The estimated treatment 
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ratio (Fiasp/NovoLog) for AUCGIR,0-2hr was 1.10 [1.00; 1.22]95%CI (p=0.058), which suggests an 
approximately 10% greater early glucose lowering effect of Fiasp when compared to NovoLog.  

The greater early glucose lowering effect for Fiasp compared to NovoLog was further supported 
by the following PD endpoints: AUCGIR,0-30min (Fieller treatment ratio: 1.48 [1.13; 2.02]95%CI), 
AUCGIR,0-1hr (treatment ratio: 1.31 [1.18; 1.46]95%CI, p<0.001), AUCGIR,0-1.5hr (treatment ratio: 
1.17 [1.05; 1.30]95%CI, p=0.004)). The largest difference in early glucose lowering effect between 
the 2 treatments was observed in the first 30 mins, with an approximately 48% greater early 
glucose lowering effect for Fiasp compared to NovoLog.   

No statistically significant difference for Fiasp and NovoLog was observed for onset of action 
(treatment difference of -2.58 min [-5.79; 0.63]95%CI, p=0.114), total glucose lowering effect 
(AUCGIR,0-12hr, treatment ratio of 0.98 [0.87; 1.11]95%CI, p=0.729), maximum GIR (treatment ratio 
of 1.02 [0.93; 1.12]95%CI, p=0.712), time to GIRmax (treatment difference of -10.85 min [-23.09; 
1.39]95%CI, p=0.082), and duration of action (treatment difference of -10.32 min [-40.85; 
20.21]95%CI, p=0.504) (refer to Appendix 5.2 for definition of onset of action and duration of 
action).   

For Fiasp, the mean onset of action was 13 min (SD 8) (geometric mean (CV%) 11 min (56)), 
mean time to GIRmax was 125 min (SD 39) (geometric mean (CV%) 118 min (31)), and mean 
duration of action was 488 min (SD 114) (geometric mean (CV%) 476 min (23)). For NovoLog, 
the mean onset of action was 16 min (SD 10) (geometric mean (CV%) 12 min (63), mean time to 
GIRmax was 135 min (SD 43) (geometric mean (CV%) 129 min (32)), and mean duration of 
action was 498 min (SD 123) (geometric mean (CV%) 484 min (25)).  

However, the reviewer noted that for Fiasp and NovoLog, the blood glucose levels deviated from 
target clamp concentration after around 240-300 min post-dose (refer to Appendix 5.5) and are 
more reflective of the duration of action.      

Study NN1218-3891 

Mean GIR profiles following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog in young adult patients with 
T1DM are presented in Figure 6. The PD of Fiasp and NovoLog in young adult patients with 
T1DM are only reported below. A left shift in the mean GIR profile for Fiasp when compared to 
NovoLog was observed. Refer to Appendix 5.5 for blood glucose profiles following 
administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. 
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Figure 6: Mean GIR profile (A) 0-8 hrs and (B) 0-2 hrs after a single SC dose (0.2 unit/kg) 
of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog in young 
adult patients with T1DM in a euglycemic clamp setting  

(Source: NN1218-3891, Clinical study report, page 101-102) 

The onset of glucose lowering effect was characterized by the onset of action and time to 50% 
GIRmax (refer to Appendix 5.2 for definition of onset of action). The estimated onset of action for 
glucose lowering effect was 33% earlier for Fiasp compared to NovoLog (Fieller age 
group/treatment ratio of 0.67 [0.49; 0.89]95%CI), with the treatment difference of 8.7 min being 
statistically significant. The estimated time to 50% GIRmax was 25% shorter for Fiasp compared 
to NovoLog (Fieller age group/treatment ratio of 0.75 [0.65; 0.86]95%CI), with the treatment 
difference of -10.3 min being statistically significant.  

The early glucose lowering effect was larger for Fiasp compared to NovoLog during the first 2 hr 
post-dose (AUCGIR,0-30min (Fieller age group/treatment ratio of 2.09 [1.31; 4.30]95%CI), AUCGIR,0-

1hr (age group/treatment ratio of 1.55 [1.16; 2.07]95%CI), AUCGIR,0-90min (age group/treatment ratio 
of 1.26 [1.01; 1.57]95%CI, AUCGIR,0-2hr (age group/treatment ratio of 1.19 [0.97; 1.46]95%CI (not 
statistically significant)).  

Comparable total glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR,0-12hr, age group/treatment ratio of 1.03 [0.90; 
1.17]95%CI) and maximum GIR (age group/treatment ratio of 1.04 [0.88; 1.22]95%CI) was observed 
for Fiasp and NovoLog in young adult patients with T1DM.  

For Fiasp, the mean onset of action was 18 min (SD 6) (geometric mean 17 min), mean time to 
GIRmax was  114 min (SD 36) (geometric mean 109 min), mean time to 50% GIRmax was 31 min 
(SD 9) (geometric mean 30 min),and mean duration of action was  347 min (SD 59) (geometric 
mean 342 min).  

For NovoLog, the mean onset of action was  26 min (SD 12) (geometric mean 24 min), mean 
time to GIRmax was 125 min (SD 49) (geometric mean 116 min), mean time to 50% GIRmax was 
41 min (SD 11) (geometric mean (CV%) 40 min), and mean duration of action was 346 min (SD 
48) (geometric mean  343 min).  
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However, the reviewer noted that for Fiasp and NovoLog, the blood glucose levels deviated from 
the target concentration after 240-300 min post-dose (refer to Appendix 5.5) and are more 
reflective of the duration of action.   

Study NN1218-3887 

Mean GIR profiles following administration of single doses of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 unit/kg of Fiasp 
and NovoLog in patients with T1DM are presented in Figure 7. For all 3 doses, a left shift in the 
mean GIR profile for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog was observed. Refer to Appendix 5.5 
for blood glucose profiles following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. 

 

Figure 7: Mean GIR profile (A) 0-9 hrs and (B) 0-2 hrs after single SC doses (0.1, 0.2, 0.4 
unit/kg) of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog 
in patients with T1DM in a euglycemic clamp setting  

(Source: Study NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 104-105) 

The onset of glucose lowering effect was characterized by the onset of action, time to 50% 
GIRmax, and time to GIRmax (refer to Appendix 5.2 for definition of onset of action). For all 3 
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doses, the estimated onset of action for glucose lowering effect was 20-26% earlier for Fiasp 
when compared to NovoLog and the treatment differences ranging from 5.02 to 5.83 min was 
statistically significant. The estimated time to 50% GIRmax for all doses was 22-25% earlier for 
Fiasp compared to NovoLog and the treatment differences ranging from 8.75 to 11.83 min was 
statistically significant. For all 3 doses, the estimated time to GIRmax was 8-22% shorter for Fiasp 
when compared to NovoLog and the treatment differences ranging from 10.02 to 29.73 min was 
statistically significant.  

For all doses, the early glucose lowering effect was larger for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog 
(up to 2 hr post-dose) (Table 4). At the 0.1 unit/kg dose level, the difference in exposure at the 0-
30 min and 0-2 hr period was not statistically significant. In a sensitivity analysis, in which a 
number of GIR profiles were excluded, similar results to that observed in the original analysis 
was observed, except at the 0.1 unit/kg dose level where a statistically significant larger 
AUCGIR,0-30min was observed for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog.    

Table 4: Statistical analysis for AUCGIR (30 min, 1 hr, 90 min, 2 hr) for Fiasp (indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) and NovoLog in adult patients with T1DM      

 
(Source: NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 110) 
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The total glucose lowering effect (tests for equal functional form of the dose-response 
relationship indicates that AUCGIR,0-12hr  was similar for both treatments across all 3 dose levels 
(Refer to Section 3.2.5)) and maximum GIR (estimated treatment ratio ranging from 0.98 to 
1.00) at all dose levels were similar for Fiasp and NovoLog in patients with T1DM.  

At the 0.2 and 0.4 unit/kg dose levels, the duration of action was approximately 11-12 min 
shorter and at the 0.1 unit/kg dose level the duration of action was approximately 25 min shorter 
for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog. In a sensitivity analysis (post-hoc), which excluded GIR 
profile for 2 patients at the 0.1 unit/kg dose level, the duration of action for all doses was 10-12 
min shorter following administration of Fiasp compared to NovoLog (refer to Appendix 5.2 for 
definition of duration of action).    

For Fiasp, the mean onset of action was 20 min (SD 12) (geometric mean 16 min), 17 min (SD 
8) (geometric mean 15 min), and 16 min (SD 6) (geometric mean 15 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 
unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. Mean time to GIRmax was 91 min (SD 29) (geometric 
mean 87 min), 124 min (SD 37) (geometric mean 119 min), and 133 min (SD 36) (geometric 
mean 129 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. Mean time to 
50%GIRmax was 30 min (SD 10) (geometric mean 28 min), 37 min (SD 14) (geometric mean 34 
min), and 35 min (SD 10) (geometric mean 34 min), at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 unit/kg, and 0.4 
unit/kg dose, respectively. Mean duration of action was 284 min (SD 64) (geometric mean 278 
min), 364 min (SD 81) (geometric mean 355 min), and 432 min (SD 84) (geometric mean 424 
min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively.  

For NovoRapid, the mean onset of action was 25 min (SD 12) (geometric mean 22 min), 23 min 
(SD 10) (geometric mean 20 min), 22 min (SD 9) (geometric mean 19 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 
unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. Mean time to GIRmax was 117 min (SD 76) 
(geometric mean 106 min), 130 min (SD 34) (geometric mean 126 min), and 163 min (SD 43) 
(geometric mean 157 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. 
Mean time to 50%GIRmax was 38 min (SD 11) (geometric mean 37 min), 46 min (SD 16) 
(geometric mean 44 min), and 47 min (SD 13) (geometric mean 46 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 
unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. Mean duration of action was 309 min (SD 93) 
(geometric mean 299 min), 362 min (SD 73) (geometric mean 355 min), and 444 min (SD 81) 
(geometric mean 436 min) at the 0.1 unit/kg, 0.2 unit/kg, and 0.4 unit/kg dose, respectively. 

The Reviewer notes that for Fiasp and NovoLog, the blood glucose levels deviated from the 
target concentration after 240-300 mins post-dose (refer to Appendix 5.5) and are more reflective 
of the duration of action.   

Pharmacodynamic within-subject variability for AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax was assessed 
following administration of three single doses of either Fiasp or NovoLog at the 0.2 unit/kg dose 
level. The estimated within-subject variability (CV%) for AUCGIR,0-12hr was 18.3% and 18.4% for 
Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively. For GIRmax, the estimated within-subject variability (CV%) 
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was 19.3% and 21.0% for Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively. The results suggest low and overall 
comparable variability for the 2 treatments.   

Pharmacodynamics of Fiasp compared to NovoLog in Meal Challenge Studies 

Pharmacodynamic properties of Fiasp in relation to a meal were characterized in 3 Phase 1 meal 
challenge studies. Overall results are as follows: 

 In the Phase 1 meal challenge studies, when Fiasp and NovoLog are administered 
immediately prior to a standardized meal, the early glucose lowering effect was not 
statistically significant different between the 2 treatments 

 In the Phase 1 meal challenge study, when Fiasp was administered 20 min after start of a 
standardized meal when compared to NovoLog administered immediately prior to a 
standardized meal, a smaller glucose lowering effect was evident for Fiasp when compared 
to NovoLog.  

Phase 1 Meal Challenge Studies 

Meal time dosing 

For Study NN1218-3889, the mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles for Fiasp and 
NovoLog when administered immediately before a standardized meal in patients with T1DM is 
presented in Figure 8 (refer to Appendix 5.1 for description of study). The mean baseline 
adjusted plasma glucose profiles was comparable for Fiasp and NovoLog when administered 
immediately before a standardized meal.   

 

Figure 8: Mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles for Fiasp (indicated as faster 
aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog after a single SC dose (0.2 unit/kg) 
administered immediately before a standardized meal in patients with T1DM  

(Source: Study NN1218-3889, Clinical study report, page 75) 
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No statistically significant difference was observed for Fiasp and NovoLog for the primary 
endpoint of the study, the mean change in plasma glucose concentrations from 0 to 2 hr after 
dose administration (ΔPGav,0-2hr) (estimated treatment difference of -0.19 mmol/L [-0.77; 
0.39]95%CI, p=0.508; estimated Fieller treatment ratio of 0.95 [0.81; 1.11]95%CI). Supporting the 
primary endpoint, no statistically significant differences between the 2 treatments was evident 
for the following PD endpoints: ΔPGav,0-1hr, ΔPGav,0-6hr (total glucose lowering effect), ΔPGmax, 

and PGmin.      

For Study NN1218-3922, the mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles for Fiasp and 
NovoLog when administered immediately before a standardized mixed meal in patients with 
T1DM is presented in Figure 9 (that meal duration was changed from 6 hr to 4 hr for all PD 
endpoints (change to the planned statistical analysis); refer to Appendix 5.1 for description of 
study). The mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profile was lower for up to ~2.5 hr post-dose 
for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog when administered immediately before a standardized 
mixed meal.    

 

Figure 9: Mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles for Fiasp (indicated as faster 
aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog (0-4 hr) after individualized single SC 
dose (0.06-0.28 unit/kg) administered immediately before a standardized mixed meal in 
patients with T1DM  

(Source: Study NN1218-3922, Clinical study report, page 140) 
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No statistically significant difference was observed for Fiasp and NovoLog for the primary 
endpoint of the study, mean change in plasma glucose concentrations from 0 to 1 hr after dose 
administration (ΔPGav,0-1hr) (estimated treatment difference of -0.31 mmol/L [-0.66; 0.05]95%CI, 
p=0.089; estimated Fieller treatment ratio of 0.91 [0.81; 1.02]95%CI). Additionally, no statistically 
significant treatment differences was observed for ΔPG1hr (-0.59 mmol/L [-1.19; 0.01]95%CI, 
p=0.055), ΔPG2hr (-0.19 mmol/L [-1.05; 0.66]95%CI, p=0.646), ΔPGav,0-2hr (-0.31 mmol/L [-0.84; 
0.22]95%CI, p=0.245), ΔPGav,0-4hr (total glucose lowering effect, -0.14 mmol/L [-0.73; 0.46]95%CI, 
p=0.649), and ΔPGmax (-0.44 mmol/L [-1.16; 0.28]95%CI, p=0.224).   

The Reviewer notes that under the meal challenge setting, where Fiasp was administered 
immediately prior to a standardized meal, the observed PD effects was not different to that of 
pre-meal NovoLog. The results from the meal challenge PK/PD study are in contrast to findings 
from the euglycemic clamp PK/PD studies which showed a greater early glucose lowering effect 
following administration of Fiasp compared to NovoLog. The clinical pharmacology data shows 
that magnitude of differences evident in the PK/PD profile from clamp studies is not large 
enough to translate to significant impact on PPG control as anticipated when Fiasp and NovoLog 
are administered in identical manner.  

The overall clinical pharmacology results show that despite the faster onset of exposure and 
greater early exposure of insulin aspart after administration of Fiasp when compared to 
NovoLog, Fiasp does not appear to improve the PPG control towards the claimed early glucose 
lowering effect of Fiasp when compared to NovoLog following identical pre-meal dosing. The 
glucose lowering effect is undoubtedly demonstrated for both Fiasp and NovoLog in clinical 
pharmacology studies. 

Post-meal dosing 

For Study NN1218-3921, the mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles (LOCF) for Fiasp 
and NovoLog when administered 20 min after the start of intake of a standardized meal and 
administered immediately before a standardized meal, respectively, in patients with T1DM is 
presented in Figure 10. The mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles for Fiasp 
administered post-meal was higher when compared to NovoLog administered pre-meal.  
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Figure 10: Mean baseline adjusted plasma glucose profiles after a single SC dose (0.2 
unit/kg) of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) administered 
20 min after the start of intake of a standardized meal and NovoLog administered 
immediately before a standardized meal in patients with T1DM (LOCF) (dashed vertical 
line indicates the start of the standardized meal)  

(Source: Study NN1218-3921, Clinical study report, page 100) 

The primary endpoint of the study, mean plasma glucose concentrations from 0-6 hr after the 
start of intake of a standardized meal (PGav,0-6hr), was 13% higher for post-meal Fiasp when 
compared to pre-meal NovoLog (estimated treatment ratio of 1.13 [1.06; 1.21]90%CI, p=0.002). 
This suggests a smaller glucose lowering effect for post-meal Fiasp when compared to pre-meal 
NovoLog.  

Supporting the primary endpoint, other PD endpoints showed a smaller glucose lowering effect 
for post-meal Fiasp when compared to pre-meal NovoLog: PGav,0-1hr (estimated treatment ratio of 
1.12 [1.08;1.16]90%CI), PGav,0-2hr (estimated treatment ratio of 1.17 [1.11;1.22]90%CI), PG1hr 
(estimated treatment ratio of 1.20 [1.14; 1.26]90%CI), PG2hr (estimated treatment ratio of 1.19 
[1.09; 1.30]90%CI), and PGmax (estimated treatment ratio of 1.14 [1.09; 1.19]90%CI).  

The Reviewer notes that despite the faster onset of exposure and greater early exposure of insulin 
aspart after dosing with Fiasp when compared to NovoLog, when administered 20 minutes post-
meal when compared to NovoLog administered pre-meal a smaller glucose lowering effect for 
post-meal Fiasp was observed when compared to pre-meal NovoLog.  
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3.2.2 Does the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic data establish that Fiasp is different to 
NovoLog with regards to the key clinically relevant difference from NovoLog – “time of 
administration”? 

NovoLog is recommended to be administered subcutaneously within 5-10 minutes before a meal. 
Fiasp seems to be designed to shift the PK and PD profile of insulin aspart from that of 
NovoLog, sufficiently rapid enough to provide a better early control on PPG versus NovoLog 
when used identically (pre-meal) and also render it suitable for post-meal administration with 
PPG control similar if not better than NovoLog. Pharmacokinetic data from euglycemic clamp 
PK/PD studies does establish that Fiasp is different to NovoLog in terms of PK and PD profile to 
pursue a different time of administration.  

An earlier onset of insulin aspart exposure was observed with the mean onset of appearance 
twice as fast for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog, and the mean time to achieve 50% Cmax and 
tmax was approximately 10 min earlier for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog. Exposure of 
insulin aspart, up to 90 min post-dose, was larger for Fiasp compared to NovoLog, with the 
largest difference observed in the first 15 mins post-dose (treatment ratio range: 3.55).  

When Fiasp is compared with NovoLog upon SC administration immediately prior to meal (time 
window covered by the recommended use of NovoLog) in PK/PD studies, pharmacodynamic 
data from meal challenge studies does not establish pre-meal Fiasp to be different from pre-meal 
NovoLog for almost similar time of administration. No statistically significant difference in early 
PPG excursion (ΔPGav,0-1hr, ΔPGav,0-2hr) was observed for pre-meal Fiasp and NovoLog, 
suggesting that despite the faster initial absorption of Fiasp, this does not translate into 
differences in early PPG control.  

When Fiasp is administered 20 min after the start of intake of a meal, the total PPG excursion 
(ΔPGav,0-6hr) was 13% higher when compared to pre-meal NovoLog. This suggests that the faster 
initial absorption properties of Fiasp result in somewhat lower PPG control when administered 
20 minutes post-meal compared to NovoLog administered pre-meal, although not compared to 
NovoLog post-meal administration, which would have provided the complete clinical scenario 
for PPG control in comparison to reference.  

Therefore, the post-meal PD data does point to some extent that  differences in PK/PD profile of 
Fiasp  from NovoLog are close but not optimal for post-meal use as the time of administration, 
as it comes at a cost of lesser control on PPG excursion for post-meal Fiasp when compared to 
pre-meal NovoLog and even pre-meal Fiasp. The Reviewer recommends that patients preferably 
stick to one of the times of administration, i.e. either pre-meal or 20 minutes from start of the 
meal to minimize variability in glycemic control and label to reflect the anticipated differences 
from these two times of administration.        
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3.2.3 What is the relevance of Fiasp pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic data to the 
observations from the efficacy evaluation of Fiasp in comparison to NovoLog? 

The PK/PD data from Phase 1 meal challenge studies showed comparable early glucose lowering 
effect for both pre-meal Fiasp and NovoLog in patients with T1DM. In the Phase 3a study, the 
treatment difference for estimated change from baseline in 2 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of 
treatment during a standardized meal test was statistically significant in favor of pre-meal Fiasp 
when compared to pre-meal NovoLog (-0.67 mmol/L [-1.29; -0.04]95%CI) in patients with T1DM. 
However, in a sensitivity analysis (excluding confounding factors), this treatment difference for 
change from baseline in 2 hr PPG increment was not statistically significant (-0.57 mmol/L [-
1.26; 0.13]95%CI). A statistically significant treatment difference for change from baseline in 1 hr 
PPG increment was also evident in favor of pre-meal Fiasp when compared to observations in 
the Phase 1 studies. An explanation for the observed difference in PPG excursion between the 
Phase 1 and 3a studies is not known at the present time. Overall, noninferiority was concluded 
for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog since the estimated treatment difference for change 
from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment was -0.15% points [-0.23; -0.07]95%CI.  

For post-meal Fiasp, the PK/PD data from Phase 1 meal challenge study showed higher PPG 
excursion (i.e., a relatively smaller early glucose lowering effect) for Fiasp when compared to 
pre-meal NovoLog in patients with T1DM. In the Phase 3a study in patients with T1DM, early 
PPG excursion (change from baseline in 1 hr PPG increment) following a standardized meal was 
statistically significant in favor of pre-meal NovoLog when compared to post-meal Fiasp, and 
thereby supports the findings from the Phase 1 study. Despite this, noninferiority was concluded 
for post-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog based on change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 
weeks of treatment (estimated treatment difference of 0.04% points [-0.04; 0.12]95%CI) in the 
Phase 3a study.  

In patients with T2DM, a statistically significant treatment difference for change from baseline in 
1 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment during a standardized meal test was observed in 
favor of pre-meal Fiasp when compared to pre-meal NovoLog. However, the similar decline in 
HbA1c from baseline renders the magnitude of 1 hr PPG difference clinically irrelevant thus, 
indicating that Fiasp did not demonstrate any unique advantage over NovoLog with respect to 
the claimed higher early glucose lowering effect in T2DM population, when tested for identical 
method of use (pre-meal administration).   

Efficacy and PPG excursion results from the Phase 3a studies are described below:  

Study NN1218-3852 in patients with T1DM 

HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment  

The Phase 3a study (Study NN1218-3852, refer to Appendix 5.1 for description of study) in 
patients with T1DM assessed the estimated change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of 
treatment for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog and for post-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal 
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NovoLog. The estimated change from baseline in HbA1c stratified by treatment in patients with 
T1DM is presented in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11: Estimated change from baseline in HbA1c for pre-meal Fiasp, post-meal Fiasp 
(indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above), and pre-meal NovoLog in 
patients with T1DM 

(Source: Study NN1218-3852, Clinical study report, page 140) 

The estimated change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment was -0.32% points 
and -0.17% points for pre-meal Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively. Noninferiority was concluded 
for pre-meal Fiasp versus NovoLog since the estimated treatment difference (pre-meal Fiasp-pre-
meal NovoLog) after 26 weeks of treatment was -0.15% points [-0.23; -0.07]95%CI. For further 
details refer to the Clinical Review.   

The estimated change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment was -0.13% points for 
post-meal Fiasp. The estimated treatment difference (post-meal Fiasp-pre-meal NovoLog) after 
26 weeks of treatment was 0.04% points [-0.04; 0.12]95%CI. Noninferiority was concluded for 
post-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog since the upper boundary of the 2-sided 95%CI was 
≤0.4% points and previous steps in the testing hierarchy were statistically significant. For further 
details refer to the Clinical Review.      

PPG excursion during a standardized meal test 

A standardized meal test was performed at baseline (before randomization at the randomization 
visit) and at week 26 of the study. At the baseline meal test, all patients received 0.1 unit/kg of 
NovoLog 0-2 min before the meal and at week 26 patients were administered 0.1 unit/kg of 
either NovoLog 0-2 min before the meal or Fiasp 0-2 min before the meal or Fiasp 20 min after 
the start of the meal (based on the treatment arm).   
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Mean PPG increments during the meal test at baseline and week 26 stratified by treatment arm in 
patients with T1DM is presented in Figure 12.  

Figure 12: Mean postprandial glucose increments (up to 4 hr) at baseline and Week 26 
during the meal test stratified by treatment arm in patients with T1DM (Fiasp indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above)  

(Source: Study NN1218-3852, Clinical study report, page 146) 

A confirmatory secondary endpoint of the study was to confirm superiority of pre-meal Fiasp 
compared to pre-meal NovoLog both in combination with insulin detemir after 26 weeks of 
treatment in terms of change from baseline in 2 hr PPG increment (meal test). Mean PPG 
increments was comparable between treatment arms at baseline. The estimated change from 
baseline in 2 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment was -0.29 mmol/L for pre-meal Fiasp 
and +0.38 mmol/L for pre-meal NovoLog. The estimated treatment difference (pre-meal Fiasp-
pre-meal NovoLog) was statistically significant in favor of pre-meal Fiasp (-0.67 mmol/L [-1.29; 
-0.04]95%CI). The Applicant reports superiority of pre-meal Fiasp when compared to pre-meal 
NovoLog for this PD endpoint.  

In a sensitivity analysis, the treatment difference after 26 weeks of treatment for change from 
baseline in 2 hr PPG increment for pre-meal Fiasp was not found to be statistically significant to 
pre-meal NovoLog (estimated treatment difference of -0.57 mmol/L [-1.26; 0.13]95%CI). The 
sensitivity analysis set excluded patients that did not consume the full amount of meal, did not 
consume the full amount of meal in 12 min, not fasted, received rescue medications during the 
first 2 hr of the meal test, actual bolus dose deviated from the planned dose by a defined value, 
discontinued treatment and the meal test was performed while treated with non-trial insulin 
product, or experienced a severe or blood glucose confirmed hypoglycemic episode on the day of 
the meal test prior to start of the meal.  
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For estimated change from baseline in 1 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment, the 
estimated treatment difference was statistically significant in favor of pre-meal Fiasp when 
compared to pre-meal NovoLog in both the primary analysis (estimated treatment difference 
(pre-meal Fiasp-pre-meal NovoLog) -1.18 mmol/L [-1.65; -0.71]95%CI) and sensitivity analysis 
(estimated treatment difference -1.09 mmol/L [-1.60; -0.58]95%CI). 

For post-meal Fiasp, the estimated change from baseline in 1 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of 
treatment was +1.27 mmol/L compared to +0.34 mmol/L for pre-meal NovoLog. The estimated 
treatment difference (post-meal Fiasp-pre-meal NovoLog) was statistically significant in favor of 
pre-meal NovoLog (0.93 mmol/L [0.46; 1.40]95%CI). No statistically significant treatment 
difference was observed in PPG increments at 2 hr after start of the meal test.      

Study NN1218-3853 in patients with T2DM 

HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment  

The Phase 3a study (Study NN1218-3853, refer to Appendix 5.1 for description of study) in 
patients with T2DM assessed the estimated change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of 
treatment for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog. The estimated change from baseline in 
HbA1c stratified by treatment in patients with T2DM is presented in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13: Estimated change from baseline in HbA1c for pre-meal Fiasp (indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above), and pre-meal NovoLog in patients with 
T2DM 

(Source: Study NN1218-3853, Clinical study report, page 128) 

At baseline, the mean HbA1c was 7.96% and 7.89% in the pre-meal Fiasp and pre-meal 
NovoLog treatment groups, respectively. After 26 weeks of treatment, the mean HbA1c 
decreased to 6.63% (estimated reduction of 1.38% points) and to 6.59% (estimated reduction of 
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1.36% points) in the pre-meal Fiasp and pre-meal NovoLog treatment groups, respectively. 
Noninferiority was concluded for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog since the estimated 
treatment difference for change from baseline in HbA1c after 26 weeks of treatment for Fiasp 
versus NovoLog was -0.02% points [-0.15; 0.10]95%CI. For further details refer to the Clinical 
Review.   

PPG excursion during a standardized meal test 

Mean PPG increments during the meal test at baseline and week 26 stratified by treatment in 
patients with T2DM is presented in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14: Mean postprandial glucose increments (up to 4 hr) at baseline (left) and Week 
26 (right) during the meal test stratified by treatment arm in patients with T2DM (Fiasp 
indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above)  

(Source: Study NN1218-3853, Clinical study report, page 134) 

A confirmatory secondary endpoint of the study was change from baseline in 2 hr PPG 
increment after 26 weeks of treatment (meal test) to confirm superiority of pre-meal Fiasp to pre-
meal NovoLog. At baseline, the mean 2 hr PPG increment was 7.57 mmol/L and 7.34 mmol/L 
for pre-meal Fiasp and pre-meal NovoLog, respectively. The estimated change from baseline in 
2 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment was -3.24 mmol/L for pre-meal Fiasp and -2.87 
mmol/L for pre-meal NovoLog. The estimated treatment difference in change from baseline in 2 
hr PPG increment for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog was -0.36 mmol/L [-0.81; 
0.08]95%CI. Superiority of pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal Novolog was not confirmed for this 
endpoint since the treatment difference was not statistically significant.  

However, a statistically significant treatment difference in favor of pre-meal Fiasp was observed 
for change from baseline in 1 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment. The estimated 
treatment difference for change from baseline in 1 hr PPG increment after 26 weeks of treatment 
for pre-meal Fiasp versus pre-meal NovoLog was -0.59 mmol/L [-1.09; -0.09]95%CI.  
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The Reviewer notes that following 26 weeks of treatment with pre-meal Fiasp, an early glucose 
lowering effect, in PPG excursion at 1 hr after start of intake of a standardized meal, was 
observed when compared to pre-meal NovoLog in patients with T1DM. This is in contrast to 
observations in the Phase 1 meal challenge studies (NN1218-3889, NN1218-3922) of no 
statistically significant difference in early glucose lowering effect for pre-meal Fiasp compared 
to pre-meal NovoLog after single dose administration in the same patient population.  

In the Phase 3a study (Study NN1218-3852), overall no difference in the administered bolus 
insulin dose was evident in the Fiasp and NovoLog treatment arms (insulin dose ratio (unit) 
(Fiasp/NovoLog) after 26 weeks of 0.97). The total insulin dose was also comparable in both 
treatment arms (insulin dose ratio (unit) after 26 weeks of 0.95). An explanation for the observed 
differences in PPG excursion for Fiasp (pre-meal) between the Phase 1 and Phase 3a studies is 
not known at the present time.  

Similar to observations in patients with T1DM, in patients with T2DM following 26 weeks of 
treatment with pre-meal Fiasp, an early glucose lowering effect, in terms of PPG excursion at 1 
hr after start of intake of a standardized meal, was observed when compared to pre-meal 
NovoLog. The magnitude of 1 hr PPG differences is likely not clinically relevant considering the 
decrease in HbA1c was non-inferior for Fiasp compared to NovoLog.  

3.2.4 If and to what extent the established pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic relationship 
allow for leveraging of pharmacodynamic data from studies lacking the pharmacokinetic 
data for total insulin aspart?  

In this unique situation, the established PK-PD relationship following single dose SC 
administration of Fiasp and NovoLog allows for leveraging of PD data from some key Phase 1 
studies that  

 lacked the PK data from total insulin aspart (referred to as insulin aspart in the Clinical 
Pharmacology review).  

A one-compartment model with first-order absorption through 3 transit compartments and first-
order elimination was used to describe the PK of insulin aspart and an effect compartment model 
driven by concentration profiles predicted from the PK model, and a sigmoidal Emax-type 
relationship between the effect compartment concentration and the GIR response was used to 
describe the PD of insulin aspart following SC administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. Refer to 
Appendix 5.3 for details on the PK-PD and exposure-response analysis. 

The exposure-response relationship for total exposure of insulin aspart (predicted) and total 
glucose lowering effect (observed) for Fiasp and NovoLog following SC administration in 
patients with T1DM is presented in Figure 15. The observed AUCGIR0-12hr data for individual 
patients were obtained from Study NN1218-3887, and given that this study had no PK data for 
insulin aspart (total insulin aspart), the total exposure of insulin aspart (AUC0-12hr) was predicted 
using the PK model (based on actual dose levels and demographics of subjects). The individual 
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data shows an increase in total glucose lowering effect with an increase in total insulin aspart 
exposure across the dose range of 0.1 to 0.4 unit/kg for both treatments.  

The relationship between total glucose lowering effect and total insulin aspart exposure for a 
typical patient (population mean) is shown by the solid lines in Figure 15. Using the combined 
PK-PD model, an increase in total glucose lowering effect with an increase in total insulin aspart 
exposure was observed for a typical patient following SC administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. 
The model predicted relationship provides further support for the established PK-PD 
relationship.  

Therefore, the established PK-PD relationship for Fiasp and NovoLog following SC dosing 
enables leveraging of PD data from Phase 1 studies to answer clinically relevant question of 
dose-response for Fiasp.  

 

 
Figure 15: Relationship between predicted total exposure (AUC0-12hr) and observed total 
glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR,0-12hr) for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the 
Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog following SC administration in patients with 
T1DM 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 12) 

3.2.5 What is the dose-exposure and dose-response relationship for Fiasp? 

Dose-exposure relationship of Fiasp and NovoLog 

In Study NN1218-3922, the dose-exposure (AUC0-8hr and Cmax) relationship for Fiasp and 
NovoLog was assessed following administration of individualized single doses ranging from 
0.06 to 0.28 unit/kg. Of note, insulin aspart serum concentrations were below the LLOQ after 6 
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hr post-dose (Figure 3), however AUC0-8hr was estimated since this was a pre-specified PK 
endpoint. The dose-exposure analysis was a retrospective analysis conducted by the Applicant.  

Scatter profiles for AUC0-8hr and Cmax versus insulin aspart dose for Fiasp and NovoLog is 
presented in Figure 16, and shows an increase in AUC0-8hr and Cmax with an increase in dose for 
both treatments.   

 

Figure 16: Scatter plots of insulin aspart exposure (A) AUC0-8hr and (B) Cmax versus doses 
for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog in 
patients with T1DM 

(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, page 80) 
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For Fiasp, statistical analysis for dose-proportionality showed a proportional increase in AUC0-8hr 
and Cmax with an increase in dose (estimated slope of 1.14 [0.99; 1.29]95%CI and 0.91 [0.65; 
1.17]95%CI, respectively) (Table 5). For NovoLog, dose-proportionality was shown for Cmax 
(estimated slope of 0.96 [0.70; 1.22]95%CI), however a slightly greater than proportional increase 
in AUC0-8hr was evident with an increase in dose (estimated slope of 1.20 [1.05; 1.35]95%CI, 

p=0.009).  

In a sensitivity analysis in which 4 patients that were excluded in the original analysis (patients 
with insulin aspart antibodies >40 %B/T) were included in the analysis, the overall results were 
similar to that of the original analysis (AUC0-8hr: estimated slope of 1.10 [0.77; 1.43]95%CI, 1.18 
[0.85; 1.50]95%CI for Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively; Cmax: estimated slope of 0.89 [0.57; 
1.22]95%CI, 0.94 [0.62; 1.26]95%CI for Fiasp and NovoLog, respectively). 

Table 5: Statistical analysis for insulin aspart exposure (AUC0-8hr and Cmax) versus dose for 
Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) and NovoLog in patients 
with T1DM 

 
(Source: Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies, Appendix 5.2, page 80) 

Overall the results for the dose-exposure relationship suggest that total insulin aspart exposure 
(AUC0-8hr) and maximum insulin aspart concentrations increase in a proportional manner with 
increasing doses of Fiasp. For NovoLog, a slightly greater than proportional increase in total 
insulin aspart exposure was evident with an increase in dose; a proportional increase in 
maximum insulin aspart concentrations was observed with increase in dose for NovoLog.   

Dose-response relationship of Fiasp®   

In Study NN1218-3887, the dose-response (AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax) relationship for Fiasp was 
assessed following administration of single doses of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 unit/kg. Mean GIR profiles 
for the 3 doses following administration of Fiasp in patients with T1DM is presented in Figure 
17, which shows an increase in mean glucose lowering effect with increasing dose. Refer to 
Appendix 5.5 for blood glucose profiles following administration of Fiasp. 
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Figure 17: Mean GIR profiles (0-9 hr) following administration of Fiasp (0.1, 0.2, 0.4 
unit/kg) (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) in patients with T1DM 

(Source: Study NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 88) 

Statistical analysis for AUCGIR,0-12hr (primary endpoint) showed that total glucose lowering effect 
was approximately 110% greater at the 0.2 unit/kg dose level compared to the 0.1 unit/kg dose 
level (estimated dose ratio of 2.09 [1.92; 2.28]95%CI). The AUCGIR,0-12hr was approximately 73% 
greater at the 0.4 unit/kg dose level compared to the 0.2 unit/kg dose level (estimated dose ratio 
of 1.73 [1.59; 1.88]95%CI). The Applicant reports that this indicates that some patients had 
exceeded the linear part of the s-shaped dose-response curve before the 0.4 unit/kg dose level.  

The estimated mean and confidence interval based on the statistical model for AUCGIR0-12hr and 
GIRmax versus insulin aspart dose profiles for Fiasp in patients with T1DM are presented in 
Figure 18. Overall, an increase in AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax was observed with an increase in 
dose.  

 

Figure 18: Mean total glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR,0-12hr) and maximum glucose 
lowering effect (GIRmax) versus dose for Fiasp in patients with T1DM 

(Source: Study NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 90) 
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Statistical analysis for dose-linearity of AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax for Fiasp is presented in Table 
6. For both PD endpoints, the second order coefficient was statistically significantly lower than 0 
which indicates that the increase in AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax for Fiasp was slightly less than 
linear.   

Table 6: Statistical analysis for dose-linearity of AUCGIR,0-12hr and GIRmax for Fiasp 
(indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) in patients with T1DM 

 
(Source: Study NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 91) 

Overall the results for the dose-response relationship indicates an increase in total and maximum 
glucose lowering effect with an increase in dose for Fiasp, however this increase in PD effect 
was slightly less than linear.  

3.2.6 What is the effect of intrinsic factors on the pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp?  

In patients with T1DM, the total exposure and maximum concentrations of insulin aspart 
following administration of Fiasp was comparable between different age groups (younger adult 
and geriatric patients) and between genders (male and females). Following administration of 
Fiasp, the total exposure of insulin aspart was comparable between different body mass index 
(BMI) categories, however maximum concentrations of insulin aspart increased with decreasing 
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BMI category. Renal impairment and race/ethnicity overall showed no clinically meaningful 
impact on the PK of Fiasp. A trend for an increase in total insulin aspart exposure with an 
increase in the level of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies was observed following administration 
of Fiasp.  

Overall, the total and maximum glucose lowering effect of insulin aspart following 
administration of Fiasp was similar between different age groups (young adult and geriatric 
patients) and between genders. Total glucose lowering effect for Fiasp did not appear to be 
affected by the level of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies. Total and maximum glucose lowering 
effect decreased with increasing BMI category.  

Given that Fiasp is an insulin drug product, the dosing regimen will be individualized based on 
the patient’s metabolic needs, blood glucose monitoring results, and glycemic control goals.  

Pharmacokinetics 

Assessments to evaluate the effect of age, body mass index (BMI), gender, anti-insulin aspart 
antibodies, race/ethnicity, renal impairment on the PK of insulin aspart following administration 
of Fiasp and NovoLog was conducted. To assess the effect of intrinsic factors on the PK of 
insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog, retrospective analysis with insulin 
aspart concentrations (total insulin aspart concentrations) was conducted.  

The assessment for the effect of age, BMI, gender, anti-insulin aspart antibodies on the PK of 
insulin aspart is reported in the Clinical Pharmacology review based on the results from the 
cross-trial analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3891 (young adult patients), NN1218-3922) 
since the Phase 1 studies provide rich source of data.  

The effect of renal impairment (normal renal function, mild and moderate renal impairment) and 
race/ethnicity (Black, White, Hispanic, non-Hispanic, North American and European patients) on 
the PK of insulin aspart was assessed based on the Phase 3a study (Study NN1218-3852). 
Findings from the Phase 3a study has limitations in that the total exposure of insulin aspart was 
predicted based on 2 sampling points collected at 1 and 2 hr after the start of meal during the 
standardized meal test (not based on sparse sampling throughout the study) using a prediction 
model (not a compartmental population PK model). For this reason, a comprehensive review of 
the PK data from the Phase 3a study was not conducted, although this data showed that renal 
impairment and race/ethnicity overall showed no clinically meaningful impact on PK of Fiasp. 
Additionally, based on historical data, both renal impairment and hepatic impairment have not 
shown to have an impact on the PK of insulin aspart. Since Fiasp is an insulin product, the dose 
will be individualized for individual patient response.              

Age 

Pharmacokinetic data from Study NN1218-3891 was used to assess the effect of age on PK of 
insulin aspart following administration of a single dose of 0.2 unit/kg of Fiasp and NovoLog (not 
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Following administration of Fiasp, total insulin aspart exposure (estimated treatment ratio 
(geriatric/young) of 1.09 [0.86; 1.38]95%CI) and maximum insulin aspart concentrations 
(estimated treatment ratio (geriatric/young) of 1.06 [0.88; 1.28]95%CI) was comparable between 
young adult and geriatric patients. Therefore, total exposure and maximum concentrations of 
insulin apart are comparable across the age group studied. 

Body mass index 

The effect of BMI on the PK of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog 
was assessed in a cross-trial analysis. Body mass index was used as a marker of fat layer 
thickness. The BMI range in patients with T1DM from the 3 studies was 18.9 to 28.7 kg/m2 

(median 24.2 kg/m2)   Lean, normal, and overweight was defined as having a BMI of 20 kg/m2, 
BMI of 24 kg/m2, and BMI of 28 kg/m2, respectively. The effect of BMI category on insulin 
aspart exposure and Cmax for Fiasp and NovoLog are presented in Figure 19. In all BMI 
categories, a larger early insulin aspart exposure was evident for Fiasp when compared to 
NovoLog in the first 1 hr post-dose.  

Comparable total insulin aspart exposure was observed for both treatments in all 3 BMI 
categories and comparable maximum concentrations were observed between the 2 treatments in 
normal and overweight patients. In lean patients (BMI 20 kg/m2) the maximum concentrations 
were 17% higher for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog. A statistically significant interaction 
between treatment and BMI category for Cmax was observed where the difference between the 2 
treatments decreased with increasing BMI category.     
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Figure 19: Mean treatment ratios (95%CI)1 for dose-adjusted insulin aspart exposure 
(early and total) and Cmax by BMI category in patients with T1DM following 
administration of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) and 
NovoLog in the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 (young adult patients)) 
1Endpoints were log-transformed and analyzed in a linear mixed model with treatment, period (trial), treatment*log(BMI) and 
treatment as fixed effects and subject as a random effect 

t is the time of last observation 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 94; Appendix 5.2, page 24) 

Following administration of Fiasp, a higher dose-adjusted insulin aspart exposure (AUC0-15min, 
AUC0-30min, AUC0-1hr) and dose-adjusted Cmax was observed with lower BMI (Table 9). The 
Applicant reports that no statistically significant difference for dose-adjusted total insulin aspart 
exposure (AUC0-t) was observed across the BMI categories. The data suggests that overall total 
exposure of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp is similar across the BMI categories, 
however higher early exposure and maximum concentrations of insulin aspart were observed 
with lower BMI category.      
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Table 9: BMI ratio (95%CI)1 for dose-adjusted insulin aspart exposure and Cmax by BMI 
category in patients with T1DM in the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 
(young adult patients))    

 
1Endpoints were log-transformed and analyzed in a linear mixed model with treatment, period (trial), treatment*log(BMI) and 
treatment as fixed effects and subject as a random effect 

t is the time of last observation; Fiasp indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table above 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 95; Appendix 5.2, page 24) 

Gender 

The effect of gender on the PK of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp and NovoLog 
was assessed in a cross-trial analysis. The effect of gender (male, female) on insulin aspart 
exposure and Cmax for Fiasp and NovoLog in patients with T1DM is presented in Figure 20. Both 
male and female patients had a greater early insulin aspart exposure (range for male: 1.08 to 
3.05-fold higher; range for female: 1.12 to 2.94-fold higher) following administration of Fiasp 
when compared to NovoLog in the first 2 hr post-dose (when dosed per kg body weight). Total 
insulin aspart exposure and maximum insulin aspart concentrations were comparable between 
the 2 treatments in both male and female patients.  
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Figure 20: Mean treatment ratios (95%CI)1 for insulin aspart exposure (early and total) 
and Cmax by gender in patients with T1DM following administration of Fiasp (indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog in the pooled analysis (Studies 
NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 (young adult patients)) (endpoints adjusted to 0.2 unit/kg, 
treatment ratios adjusted for body weight (75 kg))  
1Endpoints were log-transformed and analyzed in a linear mixed model with period (trial), treatment*dose, treatment*sex, 
bodyweight as fixed effects and subject as a random effect  

t is the last observation time 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 104; Appendix 5.2, page 27) 

Following administration of Fiasp, the early insulin aspart exposure was approximately 3-20% 
lower in female patients when compared to male patients (Table 10). Total insulin aspart 
exposure and maximum insulin aspart concentrations were comparable between both genders for 
Fiasp. The data suggests that total insulin aspart exposure following administration of Fiasp was 
comparable in male and female patients with T1DM. 
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Table 10: Sex differences and 95%CI1 for insulin aspart exposure (early and total) and 
Cmax adjusted for body weight in patients with T1DM (Studies NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 
(young adult patients)) 

 
1Endpoints were log-transformed and analyzed in a linear mixed model with period (trial), treatment*dose, treatment*sex, 
bodyweight as fixed effects and subject as a random effect  

Endpoints adjusted to 0.2 unit/kg, sex ratios adjusted for body weight (75 kg) 

Fiasp indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table above  

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 105; Appendix 5.2, page 27) 

Anti-insulin aspart antibodies 

In Phase 1 studies, the total level of anti-insulin aspart antibodies was determined prior to 
administration of Fiasp and NovoLog. The total insulin aspart antibody levels in Studies N1218-
3978, NN1218-3922, and NN1218-3891 ranged from 0.27 to 66.94 %B/T (median: 7.68 %B/T). 
The impact of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies on the PK of insulin aspart was assessed in a 
cross-trial analysis using 3 fixed levels of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies based on the 25, 50, 
75 percentile (6.0, 13.1, 24.6 %B/T, respectively) of anti-insulin aspart antibody levels observed 
in the Phase 3a study (NN1218-3852) after 26 weeks of treatment.    

A larger early insulin aspart exposure was observed at all levels of total anti-insulin aspart 
antibodies following administration of Fiasp when compared to NovoLog in the first 1 hr post-
dose (Table 11). Comparable total insulin aspart exposure was observed between the 2 
treatments at all levels of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies. The Applicant reports that a slightly 
larger Cmax was observed for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog at the 75th percentile of total 
anti-insulin aspart antibodies.   
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Table 11: Mean treatment ratio (95%CI)1 for insulin aspart exposure and Cmax versus total 
anti-insulin aspart antibodies percentiles following administration of Fiasp (indicated as 
faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) and NovoLog in patients with T1DM (Studies 
NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 (young adult patients)) 

 
1Log-transformed endpoint was analyzed in a linear mixed model with treatment and period(trial) as fixed factors, log(body 
weight) and log(1+ab/13*) as covariates with treatment dependent slopes and subject(trial) as random effect 

Endpoints adjusted to 0.2 unit/kg dose 

t is the last observation time  

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 107; Appendix 5.2, page 39)  

In the Phase 1 studies, a trend for increase in dose-adjusted total insulin aspart exposure with an 
increase in the level of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies was observed following administration 
of Fiasp and NovoLog as presented in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: Dose-adjusted total insulin aspart exposure versus total anti-insulin aspart 
antibodies following administration of Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s 
figure above) and NovoLog in patients with T1DM in the pooled analysis (adjusted to a 
dose of 0.2 unit/kg, Studies NN1218-3978, -3922, -3891 (young adult patients)) 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 109) 

Pharmacodynamics 

The effect of age, BMI, gender, and anti-insulin aspart antibodies on the PD of insulin aspart 
following administration of Fiasp was assessed in a cross-trial analysis of data from Phase 1 
studies (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3891 (young adult patients), and NN1218-3887).  

Age 

Pharmacodynamic data from Study NN1218-3891 was used to assess the effect of age on the PD 
of insulin aspart following administration of a single dose of 0.2 unit/kg of Fiasp (not cross-trial 
analysis). Young adult patients (18-35 years) and geriatric patients (≥65 years) with T1DM was 
enrolled in the study. 

As presented in Table 12, the total glucose lowering effect was comparable between the young 
adult patients and geriatric patients (estimated treatment ratio (geriatric/young adult) of 0.93 
[0.73; 1.17]95%CI). The maximum glucose lowering effect was 15% lower in geriatric patients 
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when compared to young adult patients (estimated treatment ratio (geriatric/young) of 0.85 [0.66; 
1.10]95%CI). The Applicant reports that this difference was not statistically significant. The 
Applicant concludes that the total and maximum glucose lowering effect of insulin aspart 
following administration of Fiasp was similar for young adult and geriatric patients.  

Table 12: Statistical analysis for total and maximum glucose lowering effect for Fiasp 
(indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) in young adult and geriatric 
patients 

 
(Source: Study NN1218-3891, Clinical study report, page 86) 

The Reviewer notes that for study NN1218-3891, 44 patients were planned to be randomized in 
the study of which 40 were to complete the study (20 young adult and 20 geriatric patients). 
However, a total of 23 patients were replaced due to technical issues with the ClampArt that may 
have affected the GIR data (identified during the blinded review of data). The PK of Fiasp in 
these replaced patients were only characterized using free insulin aspart concentrations, and 
therefore the PK of Fiasp based on insulin aspart concentrations (total insulin aspart) is missing.  

The statistical analysis above (Table 12) was performed with 21 and 22 patients in the geriatric 
and young adult groups, respectively, however it is unclear to the Reviewer what proportion of 
these patients had PK characterized using insulin aspart concentrations (total insulin aspart). 
Therefore, the findings should be interpreted with this in mind. However, similar to historical 
findings (for other insulin products), the results from the present study shows similar glucose 
lowering effect for Fiasp in different age groups (young adult versus geriatric patients).  
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Body mass index 

The effect of BMI on PD of Fiasp and NovoLog was assessed in a cross-trial analysis (Studies 
NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger adult patients) at the 0.2 unit/kg dose 
level).  

As shown in Figure 22, a larger early glucose lowering effect was observed for Fiasp when 
compared to NovoLog within the first 2 hr post-dose across the BMI category. Total and 
maximum glucose lowering effect was comparable between the 2 treatments in all BMI 
categories.  

 

Figure 22: Mean treatment ratios and 95%CI1 for glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR, 
GIRmax) by BMI category in patients with T1DM in the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-
3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger adult patients)) 

1Endpoints analyzed using a linear mixed model with period(trial), treatment*dose, treatment*BMI as fixed effects and subject as 
a random effect and dose-dependent residual variance (for AUCGIR,0-30min). Endpoints was log-transformed and analyzed using a 
linear mixed model with treatment, period(trial), treatment*log(BMI) and treatment*dose-factor as fixed effects and subject as a 
random effect  

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 118; Appendix 5.2, page 51, 93-94) 
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Following administration of Fiasp, BMI had an effect on the PD of insulin aspart. As shown in 
Table 13, total glucose lowering effect (AUC0-12hr) and maximum GIR decreased with increasing 
BMI category. The Applicant reports that this is in accordance to the well-known higher insulin 
resistance with increasing BMI.  

Table 13: BMI ratios and 95%CI1 for glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR, GIRmax) for Fiasp 
(indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) in patients with T1DM in the 
pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger adult 
patients))    

 
1Endpoints was log-transformed and analyzed using a linear mixed model with treatment, period(trial), treatment*log(BMI), and 
treatment*dose-factor as fixed effects and subject as a random effect (for AUCGIR0-1hr, AUCGIR0-12hr, GIRmax endpoints)  

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 119; Appendix 5.2, page 93-94) 

Gender 

The effect of gender (male, female) on the glucose lowering effect of Fiasp was assessed in a 
cross-trial analysis (at the 0.2 unit/kg dose level). Following administration of Fiasp, the total 
glucose lowering effect was 13% lower in females when compared to in males (estimated 
treatment ratio (female/male) of 0.87 [0.76; 0.99]95%CI) (Table 14). The maximum glucose 
lowering effect was 12% lower in females when compared to in males (estimated treatment ratio 
(female/male) of 0.88 [0.75; 1.02]95%CI). The Applicant concludes that the glucose lowering 
effect overall appeared to be similar between genders.  
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Table 14: Gender ratios and 95%CI1 for glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR, GIRmax) for 
Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table below) in patients with T1DM in 
the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger adult 
patients)    

 
1Endpoints were log-transformed and analyzed in a linear mixed model with period(trial), treatment*dose, treatment*sex, 
bodyweight as fixed effects and subject as a random effect. Sex ratios adjusted for bodyweight (75kg) 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 122; Appendix 5.2, page 93-94) 

Anti-insulin aspart antibodies 

As shown in Table 15, a greater early glucose lowering effect (first hour post-dose) was observed 
for Fiasp when compared to NovoLog across all quartiles of total anti-insulin aspart antibodies. 
Total and maximum glucose lowering effect was overall similar for Fiasp and NovoLog across 
the total anti-insulin aspart antibody quartiles.  

Table 15: Mean treatment ratio and 95%CI1 for glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR, GIRmax) 
versus total anti-insulin aspart antibodies percentile in patients with T1DM in the pooled 
analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger adult patients))    
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1Log-transformed endpoint was analyzed in a linear mixed model with treatment, dose level and period(trial) as fixed factors, 
log(bodyweight) and log(1+ab/13) as covariates with treatment dependent slopes and subject(trial) as random effect 

Fiasp indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s table above 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 123; Appendix 5.2, page 59) 

Total glucose lowering effect versus total anti-insulin aspart antibodies for Fiasp and NovoLog is 
presented in Figure 23 and antibody ratios (50th/25th percentile; 75th/25th percentile) for total and 
maximum glucose lowering effect for Fiasp and NovoLog are presented in Table 16. For Fiasp, 
total glucose lowering effect did not appear to be affected by the level of total anti-insulin aspart 
antibodies. The Applicant reports that maximum glucose lowering effect was slightly lower for 
the high total anti-insulin aspart antibody percentiles compared to the 25th percentile. 

 

Figure 23: Total glucose lowering effect versus total anti-insulin aspart antibodies for Fiasp 
(indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog  in patients with 
T1DM in the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger 
adult patients)) 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 124) 
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Table 16: Anti-insulin aspart antibody differences and 95%CI1 for glucose lowering effect 
(AUCGIR,0-12hr, GIRmax) versus total anti-insulin aspart antibody percentiles in patients with 
T1DM in the pooled analysis (Studies NN1218-3978, NN1218-3887, NN1218-3891 (younger 
adult patients)) 

 
1Log transformed endpoints analyzed in a linear mixed model with treatment, dose level and period(trial) as fixed effects, 
log(bodyweight) and log(1+ab/13) as covariates with treatment dependent slopes and subject(trial) as random effect 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, page 125; Appendix 5.2, page 59) 

3.2.7 What is the effect of extrinsic factors on the pharmacokinetics of insulin aspart 
following administration of Fiasp?  

The effect of SC administration of Fiasp at different injection sites (abdomen, deltoid region, and 
thigh) on the PK of insulin aspart was assessed in healthy subjects in Study NN218-3949 (refer 
to Appendix 5.1 for description of the study).  

Mean serum concentration-time profile of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp via SC 
injection in the abdomen, deltoid (upper arm), and thigh in healthy subjects is presented in 
Figure 24. Of note, insulin aspart serum concentrations were below the LLOQ after 8 hr post-
dose, however AUC0-12hr was estimated since this was a pre-specified PK endpoint.    
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Figure 24: Mean serum concentration-time profile stratified by SC injection sites following 
administration of 0.2 unit/kg Fiasp in healthy subjects  

(Source: Study NN1218-3949, Clinical study report_addendum, page 13)   

Total exposure of insulin aspart (AUC0-12 hr, primary PK endpoint) following SC administration 
of Fiasp in the abdomen, deltoid, and thigh was within the same range: estimated treatment ratio 
of 0.90 [0.83; 0.98]95%CI for deltoid/abdomen, 0.89 [0.82; 0.95]95% CI for thigh/abdomen and 0.98 
[0.90; 1.07]95%CI for thigh/deltoid.  

Comparable maximum concentrations of insulin aspart was observed following SC 
administration of Fiasp in the deltoid and abdomen (estimated treatment ratio (deltoid/abdomen) 
of 0.95 [0.79; 1.15]95%CI, p=0.608). Statistically significant lower Cmax was observed following 
SC administration in the thigh when compared to abdomen (estimated treatment ratio 
(thigh/abdomen) of 0.71 [0.58; 0.87]95%CI, p=0.001) and deltoid (estimated treatment ratio 
(thigh/deltoid) of 0.74 [0.61; 0.91]95%CI, p=0.004). Time to maximum concentrations of insulin 
aspart was overall comparable for the 3 different SC injection sites (range (medium): 50 to 62.5 
min)).     

The absolute bioavailability (BA) of insulin aspart following SC administration of 0.2 unit/kg 
Fiasp in the abdomen, deltoid, and thigh was 85%, 76%, and 75%, respectively (estimated 
treatment ratio of 0.85 [0.75; 0.96]95%CI for abdomen/IV, 0.76 [0.67; 0.87]95%CI for deltoid/IV, 
and 0.75 [0.66; 0.85]95%CI for thigh/IV).  

Following IV administration of 0.02 unit/kg Fiasp in healthy subjects, the geometric mean 
clearance, volume of distribution, elimination half-life was 0.90 (L/hr)/kg, 0.15 L/kg, and 7.16 
min, respectively.   
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SC versus IM injection (thigh) 

The PK of Fiasp following SC administration when compared to intramuscular (IM) 
administration in the thigh was also investigated in Study NN1218-3949. Since lean patients may 
unintentionally inject via the IM route instead of the SC route, the PK of Fiasp administered via 
the IM route was assessed. Mean serum concentration-time profile of insulin aspart following 
administration of Fiasp via SC and IM route (thigh) in healthy subjects is presented in Figure 25. 
Of note, insulin aspart serum concentrations were below the LLOQ after 8 hr post-dose, however 
AUC0-12hr was estimated since this was a pre-specified PK endpoint.      

 

Figure 25: Mean serum concentration-time profile following administration of 0.2 unit/kg 
Fiasp via the SC (thigh) and IM (thigh) route in healthy subjects  

(Source: Study NN1218-3949, Clinical study report_addendum, page 18)   

The total exposure of insulin aspart (AUC0-12 hr) following IM administration (thigh) of Fiasp 
was statistically significantly lower when compared to administration via the SC route (thigh) 
(estimated treatment ratio (IM/SC) of 0.77 [0.68; 0.89]95%CI, p<0.001). Maximum concentration 
of insulin aspart were comparable following administration of Fiasp via the IM and SC route 
(estimated treatment ratio (IM/SC) of 1.01 [0.82; 1.25]95%CI). Time to maximum concentrations 
of insulin aspart was shorter following IM injection (45 min) compared to SC injection (62.5 
min) in the thigh.  

The absolute bioavailability of insulin aspart following IM administration of 0.2 unit/kg Fiasp in 
the thigh was 58% (estimated treatment ratio (IM-thigh/IV) of 0.58 [0.50; 0.68]95%CI).  
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The ELISA method was found to be sensitive, precise, accurate, and selective for quantification 
of insulin aspart in human serum. The Applicant reports that assessment for recovery was not 
performed since no sample processing or extraction step was utilized when analyzing human 
serum samples in the ELISA method. The method was validated in accordance to appropriate 
regulatory guidances. A summary of the validation assessments for the ELISA method for each 
validation study is provided below. 

Study Number AA81208 
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 Reported precision and accuracy for QC levels (LLOQ, low, medium, high, ULOQ) for intra-batch 

and inter-batch runs in the above table is based on ANOVA analysis summary  
 The intra-batch and inter-batch precision and accuracy for LLOQ, low, medium, high, and ULOQ QC 

levels are as follows: 

• QC Intra-batch (n=6 runs) precision range (%CV): 0.3% to 8.8% 
• QC Intra-batch (n=6 runs) accuracy range (%bias): -9.5% to 12.8% 

• QC Inter-batch precision range (%CV): 3.9% to 8.5% 

• QC Inter-batch accuracy range (%bias): -3.3% to 3.5%   
 Dilution integrity: QC samples with concentrations greater than the ULOQ were diluted into the 

range of the calibration curve 
 Hemolysis ≤4%: No effect on the quantification of insulin aspart 
 Turbidity: No effect on the quantification of insulin aspart  
 Selectivity (10 lots) in human serum and T1DM human serum: No significant matrix effect on the 

selectivity was observed in human serum and T1DM human serum.  
 Selectivity (10 lots) in T2DM human serum and Japanese T1DM human serum: A significant matrix 

effect on the selectivity was observed in T2DM human serum and Japanese T1DM human serum.  
N/AP: not applicable 
(Source: Validation of an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method for the determination of insulin aspart in human 
serum, Study number: AA81208, page 10-11) 
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 Dilution integrity: QC samples with concentrations greater than the ULOQ were diluted into the 

range of the calibration curve 
 Matrix effect in Japanese T1DM human serum (10 lots): Accurate quantification of insulin aspart (10, 

20, 300 pM) in Japanese T1DM human serum was demonstrated. In an initial run, acceptance criteria 
was not met at the LLOQ level (10 pM), however in a subsequent run acceptance criteria was met at 
the LLOQ level. Based on this evaluation the Applicant reports that the accuracy of quantification of 
insulin aspart down to 10 pM in Japanese T1DM human serum has been demonstrated. 

- 1/Y 4PL regression model was used rather than 1/Y2 4PL. The Applicant reports that this deviation has no impact in that the 
validation meets all acceptance criteria and any future batch assayed using this method will use the 1/Y regression model  
- QC Intra-batch accuracy range of -24.8% is for the LLOQ level 
(Source: Validation of an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method for the determination of insulin aspart in human 
serum, Study number: ZZ32463-01, page 10-12) 
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Study Number ZZ29614  Cross-Site Validation 

 

 Reported precision and accuracy for QC levels (LLOQ, low, medium, high, ULOQ) for intra-batch 
and inter-batch runs in the above table is based on ANOVA analysis summary (n= 3 validation runs)  

 Dilution integrity: QC sample with concentrations greater than the ULOQ were diluted into the range 
of the calibration curve 

 Selectivity in human serum (6 lots): No significant matrix effect on the selectivity was observed in 
human serum  

 Selectivity in T2DM human serum (10 lots): Selectivity was demonstrated in T2DM human serum 

N/AP: not applicable 
(Source: Cross-site validation of an ELISA method for the determination of insulin aspart in human serum, Study number: 
ZZ29614, page 11) 
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Study Number ZZ33712: Partial validation for a simplified plate coating procedure without 
stabilizer and prolonged storage of coated and blocked plates 

 
 Reported precision and accuracy for QC levels (LLOQ, low, medium, high, ULOQ) for intra-run 

(plates stored: Day 0, 2, 8, 14) and inter-run in the above table is based on ANOVA analysis summary 
(n= 4 runs)  

 The intra-batch (plates stored: Day 0, 2, 8, 14) and inter-batch precision and accuracy for LLOQ, low, 
medium, high, and ULOQ QC levels are as follows: 

• QC Intra-batch (n=4 runs) precision range (%CV): 0.9% to 13.1% 

• QC Intra-batch (n=4 runs) accuracy range (%bias): -4.9% to 4.8% 
• QC Inter-batch precision range (%CV): 3.2% to 7.0% 

• QC Inter-batch accuracy range (%bias): -1.8% to 1.5%   
(Source: Partial validation of an existing ELISA method for the determination of insulin aspart in human serum – simplification 
of plate coating, Study number: ZZ33712, page 10) 
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Study Number ZZ369511: Partial validation for qualification of specific automation steps done 
by pipetting robot (Genesis RSP 200, Tecan) and extension of coating procedure 

 

 
 Dilution integrity: Dilution factor of 3 and 5 was performed at QC level of 300 pM  
1Validation summary for  has not been included in the above table by the Reviewer 
(Source: Summarized Partial validation of ELISA assays for the determination of  total insulin aspart: qualification of 
specific automation steps done by pipetting robot (Genesis RSP 200, Tecan) and extension of coating procedure (at 4°C), Study 
number: ZZ36951, page 11) 
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Study Number CA20958: Partial validation to extend stability 

 
 Dilution integrity: Dilution factor of 3 and 10 was performed at QC level of 300 pM  
(Source: Partial validation of an existing ELISA method for the quantitative determination of total insulin aspart in human serum 
– Extension of long term and freeze/thaw stability, Study number: CA20958, page 11) 
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(Source: Study NN1218-3978, Bioanalytical report (report no. AAA98569), page 398, 406; Study NN1218-3922, Bioanalytical 
report (report no. ACA17541-03), page 28, 34, 38; Study NN1218-3949, Bioanalytical report (report no. ACA20953), page 31, 
43, 51; Study NN1218-3891, Bioanalytical report (report no. AAA96510), page 281, 286; Study NN1218-3918, Bioanalytical 
report (report no. AAA96542), page 182, 187, 192; Study NN1218-3852, Interim bioanalytical report (report no. ACA10654), 
page 226, 236, 243) 

Reproducibility of the bioanalytical method was evaluated by performing incurred sample 
reanalysis for the above mentioned studies. All incurred sample reanalysis assessments were 
within the acceptance criteria (67% of the re-analyzed samples within 30% of the original value) 
and therefore the bioanalytical method is considered reproducible.   
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Figure 2. Mean Insulin Aspart Serum Concentration Profile (top) and Mean Glucose 
Infusion Rate Profile (bottom) in Adult Subjects with Type 1 Diabetes following a single 0.2 
unitU/kg  dose (  subcutaneous) of TRADENAME 
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Age, Gender, BMI, Racial or Ethnic Groups 
Age, gender, BMI, and racial or ethnic groups did not meaningfully affect the pharmacokinetics 
and pharmacodynamics of TRADENAME. 
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Pregnant  Women   
The effect of pregnancy on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of TRADENAME has 
not been studied [see Use in Specific Populations (8.1)]. 
 
Patients with Renal and Hepatic Impairment  
Renal and hepatic impairment is not known to impact the pharmacokinetics of insulin aspart. 
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individualized meal size) including Jell-O containing 75 g carbohydrate 
labelled with [1-13C] glucose. The meal was to be consumed by the patient 
within 15 min. The duration of the meal test was for 6 hrs after dosing; during 
this period patients refrained from eating and water was not allowed in the 
initial 2 hr after dosing. Blood samples for assessment of PK of insulin aspart 
was collected for 8 hrs following SC dosing.   

Study NN1218-3889 
(Phase 1 study, Meal 

challenge study) 

A randomized, single-center, double-blind, single dose, crossover study in 
patients with T1DM (n=36 randomized). Patients were randomized to receive a 
single dose of 0.2 unit/kg of Fiasp and NovoLog via SC injection (lower 
abdominal wall above the inguinal area) immediately before a standardized 
meal. Immediately after dose administration a standardized liquid meal 
(BOOST Nestle/Novartis Medical Nutrition, 20 fl. oz., 600 kcal, macronutrient 
distribution: 67% carbohydrates, 17% protein, 16% fat) was to be consumed by 
patients. The consumption of the meal was to be as quick as possible, within 8 
min after dosing. The duration of the meal test was for 6 hrs after dosing; 
during this period patients refrained from eating and water was not allowed in 
the initial 2 hr after dosing.  

Study NN1218-3921 
(Phase 1 study, Meal 

challenge study) 

A randomized, single-center, open-label, single dose, 2-period, crossover study 
in patients with T1DM (n=33 randomized). Patients were randomized to 
receive a single dose of 0.2 unit/kg of Fiasp and NovoLog via SC injection 
(lower abdominal wall above the inguinal area). Fiasp was administered 20 
min after the start of intake of a standardized meal (post-meal) and NovoLog 
was administered immediately before a standardized meal (pre-meal). The 
standardized liquid meal (BOOST Nestle/Novartis Medical Nutrition, 20 fl. 
oz., 600 kcal, macronutrient distribution: 67% carbohydrates, 17% protein, 
16% fat) was to be consumed by patients as quick as possible, within 8 min. 
The duration of the meal test was 6 hrs following intake of a standardized 
meal; during this period patients refrained from eating and water was not 
allowed in the initial 2 hr after the start of intake of the standardized meal. 

Study NN1218-3852 
(Phase 3a study) 

A 26+26 week, multicenter, multinational, active control, treat-to-target, 
parallel group study in patients with T1DM (n= 1143 randomized). Following 
a 8 week run-in period (meal time bolus insulin (NovoLog), optimization of 
basal insulin treatment (insulin detemir, Levemir®)) patients were randomized 
to receive either pre-meal NovoLog + insulin detemir (double-blind), pre-meal 
Fiasp + insulin detemir (double-blind), or post-meal Fiasp + insulin detemir 
(open-label) via SC injection for 26 weeks. Fiasp and NovoLog were 
administered 0-2 min before a meal (pre-meal dosing) and Fiasp was 
administered 20 min after the start of a meal (post-meal dosing). During the 
randomization period, optimization of the bolus insulin regimen was permitted, 
however the basal insulin regimen (once- or twice-daily dosing) could not be 
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changed.  

A standardized meal test (carbohydrate-rich liquid meal (80g); consumed 
quickly as possible and within 12 min) was performed at baseline (before 
randomization at the randomization visit) and at week 26 of the study. A bolus 
insulin dose of 0.1 unit/kg was administered to all patients. At the baseline 
meal test, all patients received 0.1 unit/kg of NovoLog 0-2 min before the meal 
and at week 26 patients were administered 0.1 unit/kg of either NovoLog or 
Fiasp 0-2 min before the meal or Fiasp 20 min after the start of the meal (based 
on the treatment arm). Blood samples for quantification of plasma glucose 
were collected for 4 hr (1, 2, 3, 4 hr) from the start of the meal and for 
quantification of insulin aspart at 1 hr and 2 hr from the start of the meal. The 
results from the initial 26 weeks of the study (primary analysis of efficacy and 
safety) are reported in the Clinical Pharmacology review. 

Study NN1218-3853 
(Phase 3a study) 

A 26 week, multicenter, multinational, randomized, double-blind, active 
controlled, treat-to-target, parallel group study in patients with T2DM (n=689 
randomized). Following a 8 week run-in period (insulin glargine (Lantus®) + 
metformin; optimization of basal insulin titration) patients were randomized to 
receive either pre-meal Fiasp + insulin glargine + metformin or pre-meal  
NovoLog + insulin glargine + metformin via SC injection for 26 weeks (bolus 
dose titration). At randomization, all patients received 4 units of bolus insulin 
(Fiasp or NovoLog) 0-2 min before a meal, thereafter the bolus insulin was 
titrated to the pre-prandial glycemic target of 4 – 6 mmol/L in a treat-to-target 
manner.  

A standardized meal test (liquid meal (80g of carbohydrates); consumed 
quickly as possible and within 12 min) was performed at baseline (before 
randomization) and at week 26 of the study.  At week 26 meal test, patients 
were administered a bolus insulin dose that was calculated by dividing 
carbohydrate content of the meal by I:Carb ratio (which was 500 divided by 
the total daily dose of both basal and bolus insulin) of either NovoLog or Fiasp 
0-2 min before the meal. Blood samples for quantification of plasma glucose 
were collected for 4 hr (1, 2, 3, 4 hr) from the start of the meal. 

NN1218-3949 

(Phase 1 study, 
Euglycemic clamp 

study) 

A randomized, single center, single-dose, open-label, 5-period, crossover study 
in healthy subjects (n=22 randomized) comparing the rate and extent of 
systemic absorption of insulin aspart following SC administration of Fiasp in 
the abdomen, deltoid region and thigh under euglycemic clamp setting. The PK 
of insulin aspart following administration of Fiasp via the intramuscular route 
(IM, thigh) and IV route (to assess absolute bioavailability) was also assessed 
under euglycemic clamp setting. The PK of Fiasp via the IM route was 
assessed since lean patients may unintentionally inject via this route instead of 
the SC route. Single dose of 0.2 unit/kg Fiasp was administered via the SC 
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route (abdomen, deltoid, thigh), IM route (thigh), and a single dose of 0.02 
unit/kg was dosed via the IV route (injected over 1 min duration). The 
euglycemic clamp was conducted for 12 hrs after SC and IM dosing and for 8 
hrs after IV dosing. Blood samples for assessment of PK of insulin aspart were 
collected for 12 hrs and 8 hrs after SC/IM and IV dosing, respectively. 

(Source: Clinical study report NN1215-3978, -3891, -3887, -3922, -3889, -3921, -3852, -3853, 3949) 
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5.3 Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic and Exposure-Response Analysis  

A population PK-PD model was developed and validated to evaluate the PK-PD and exposure-
response relationship for insulin aspart following SC administration of Fiasp and NovoLog.  

Reported below are the model development methods, validation, results and conclusions from 
the analysis conducted by the Applicant. The Reviewer is in agreement with the model 
development and validation conducted by the Applicant and conclusions drawn by the Applicant.  

Data Source 

PK-PD model 

Pharmacokinetic data for Fiasp and NovoLog was obtained from the following studies: 

 Study NN1218-3978 (euglycemic clamp study, 0.2 unit/kg) 

 Study NN1218-3891 (euglycemic clamp study, 0.2 unit/kg) 

 Study NN1218-3922 (meal challenge study, individualized dosing (actual dose range: 
0.06 to 0.28 unit/kg) 

The final PK data set consisted of data from 135 subjects; the demographic characteristics are 
presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of subjects included in the PK data file 

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 15) 
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Pharmacodynamic data for Fiasp and NovoLog was obtained from the following studies: 

 Study NN1218-3978 (euglycemic clamp study) 

 Study NN1218-3891 (euglycemic clamp study) 

The final PD data set contained smoothed GIR values from 72 subjects; the demographic 
characteristics are presented in Table 2. The Applicant reports the following for the smoothed 
GIR value-time data “to avoid bias due to non-zero smoothed GIR in the initial phase after 
dosing, where raw GIR is zero due to clamp procedure, only data from 15 minutes after dosing 
and onwards was used. This was evaluated not to affect the conclusions”.  

Table 2: Demographic characteristics of subjects included in the PD data file 

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 16) 

Exposure-response analysis 

Pharmacodynamic data (AUCGIR,0-12hr) for Fiasp and NovoLog was obtained from the following 
study: 

 Study NN1218-3887 (euglycemic clamp study, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 unit/kg)  

The final data set contained response data from 46 subjects; the demographic characteristics are 
presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Demographic characteristics of subjects included in the exposure-response 
analysis  

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 16) 

PK-PD modeling approach and exposure-response analysis 

PK-PD modeling 

A one-compartment model with first-order absorption through 3 transit compartments and first-
order elimination was used to describe the PK of insulin aspart following SC administration of 
Fiasp or NovoLog (Figure 1). An effect compartment model driven by concentration profiles 
predicted from the PK model, and a sigmoidal Emax-type relationship between the effect 
compartment concentration (X) and the GIR response was used to describe the PD of insulin 
aspart following SC administration of Fiasp or NovoLog (Figure 1). Effect compartment was 
initialized with a non-zero value (X0) to account for the initial non-zero smoothed GIR values.  

 
Figure 1: PK-PD model of insulin aspart following SC administration of Fiasp or NovoLog  
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 6) 
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Table 4: Covariate effects included in the combined PK-PD model for Fiasp and NovoLog 

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 17) 

The PK and PD models were estimated sequentially. The PK model was estimated using the 
FOCE+I algorithm in NONMEM (version 7.3). Then the individual estimates of the PK model 
parameters were used as input for estimation of the PD model (using FOCE algorithm in 
NONMEM).  

Exposure-response analysis 

The analysis was performed by relating the overall glycemic response (observed AUCGIR,0-12hr 
from Study NN1218-3887) to the overall exposure of insulin aspart (predicted AUC0-12hr using 
the PK model) for Fiasp and NovoLog. Concentration-time profiles and exposure for insulin 
aspart (AUC0-12hr) was predicted using the PK model based on actual dose levels and 
demographics of subjects in Study NN1218-3887.   

Results and Conclusions 

PK model 

Observed and model-predicted insulin aspart concentration-time profiles for Fiasp and NovoLog 
following SC dosing are presented in Figure 2, showing that the PK model was able to describe 
the observed insulin aspart concentration-time profile for both treatments.    
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Figure 2: Observed and model-predicted insulin aspart concentration-time profiles for 
Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog following 
SC administration 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 8) 

The Applicant reports that the different absorption properties for Fiasp and NovoLog were 
captured by difference values for the transit rate constant (Table 5). The absorption rate constant 
values were identical for both treatments. The disposition part of the PK model was treatment-
independent by assumption, which in turn confirmed that the PK disposition properties were 
identical for both treatments. Parameter values from the estimation of the PK model are 
presented in Table 5. Overall, the shrinkage estimates for inter-individual and inter-occasion 
variability was low.  
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Table 5: Parameter values obtained from estimation of the PK model  

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 18) 

PD model 

Observed and model-predicted GIR profiles for Fiasp and NovoLog following SC dosing are 
presented in Figure 3, showing that the PD model was able to describe the observed GIR profiles 
for both treatments. The Applicant reports that the more rapid onset of action for Fiasp when 
compared to NovoLog was explained by the different absorption properties (accounted for in the 
PK model) since the PD model was treatment-independent by assumption and in turn confirming 
that the concentration-effect relationship was identical for both treatments.  
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Figure 3: Observed and model-predicted GIR profiles for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart 
in the Applicant’s figures above) and NovoLog following SC administration 

(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 9) 

Parameter values from the estimation of the PD model are presented in Table 6. The largest RSE 
for the structural model was observed for α (24.1%) and SI (20.5%). Overall, the shrinkage 
estimates for inter-individual and inter-occasion variability was low. For the covariate effects, 
the largest RSE was observed for antibody binding on SI (41.5%) and BMI on SI (33.3%); this is 
due to the small sample size. 
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Table 6: Parameter values obtained from estimation of the PD model  

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 20) 

Simulated profiles for insulin aspart concentration in the central compartment, concentration in 
the effect compartment, and GIR for a 0.2 unit/kg dose for a typical subject using the combined 
PK-PD model are presented in Figure 4. An effect compartment was incorporated in the 
combined PK-PD model to describe the delay between the observed insulin aspart concentration-
time data and the observed smoothed GIR data. The effect compartment provides a delay 
between the insulin aspart concentration in the central compartment and the effect compartment 
concentration.  
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Figure 4: Simulated profiles for insulin aspart concentration in the central compartment, 
concentration in the effect compartment, and GIR for a 0.2 unit/kg dose for a typical 
subject using the combined PK-PD model 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 10) 

The estimated Emax-type relationship between the effect compartment concentration and GIR 
after SC administration of Fiasp and NovoLog is presented in Figure 5. There was an increase in 
glucose lowering effect with increasing effect compartment concentrations, and therefore also 
with increasing insulin aspart concentrations. The Applicant reports that the relationship was 
identical for Fiasp and NovoLog in the model.  
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Figure 5: Relationship between the effect compartment concentration and glucose lowering 
effect for a typical subject (thick line) and for individual subjects (thin lines) after SC 
administration of Fiasp and NovoLog 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 11) 

Exposure-response relationship 

Exposure-response relationship for predicted total exposure (AUC0-12hr) and observed total 
glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR,0-12hr) for Fiasp and NovoLog is presented in Figure 6. For the 
individual data points, similar relationships were observed between observed AUCGIR,0-12hr and 
predicted AUC0-12hr across the dose range of 0.1 to 0.4 unit/kg for both treatments. The model-
derived relationships (lines) between total glucose lowering effect and insulin aspart exposure 
were similar for Fiasp and NovoLog.  
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Figure 6: Relationship between predicted total exposure (AUC0-12hr) and observed total 
glucose lowering effect (AUCGIR,0-12hr) for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the 
Applicant’s figure above) and NovoLog 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 12) 
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Qualification of the PK and PD models 

PK model 
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(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 22-24) 
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The covariance step following model estimation with FOCE+I method was not successful, 
therefore uncertainties of model estimates were evaluated using bootstrap analysis (shown 
below).  
 

 

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 19) 
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PD model 

A deviation from normality for the conditional weighted residual (zero-inflation) was observed, 
which the Applicant reports is due to the many (close-to) zero smoothed GIR values in the late 
phase of each clamp.  
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(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 25-27) 

 

 
(Source: Summary of clinical pharmacology studies, Appendix 5.4, page 21) 
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5.4 Compartmental Pharmacokinetic Model  

The Applicant utilized a transit compartment model to predict insulin aspart serum 
concentrations for the time period from Fiasp and NovoLog administration to the time of the first 
insulin aspart concentration that was above the LLOQ (tfirst). Pharmacokinetic parameters such as 
onset of appearance and area under the curve, will therefore be estimated based on both model 
predicted insulin aspart concentrations and observed insulin aspart concentrations.  

The transit compartment model is presented in Figure 1, where D, Ti, A, and C are drug amount 
in dose, -ith transit compartment, absorption compartment, and central compartment, 
respectively.   

 
Figure 1: Transit compartment model 
(Source: Study NN1218-3922, 16-1-09-statistical-methods, page 15) 

The description of the model as reported by the Applicant is shown below.  
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 (Source: Study NN1218-3922, 16-1-09-statistical-methods, page 15-16) 

Insulin aspart exposure in the first 15 min after dose admsinitration (AUC0-15 min) which would be 
most influenced by predicted serum concentrations of insulin aspart was estimated as follows: 

 If time of first sample above LLOQ, tfirst, is earlier than 15 min: Area will be calculated as 
the sum of the AUC from 0 to tfirst (AUC0-tfirst) and AUC from tfirst until 15 min (AUCtfirst-

15min). AUC0-tfirst will be calcualted using the fitted curve from the compartmental model. 
AUCtfirst-15min will be calculated using linear trapezodial based on observed concentrations 
and actual sampling times between tfirst and 15 min.  

 If tfirst is later than 15 min: Area will be calculated using the fitted curve from the 
compartmental model from 0 to 15 min.  

An analysis conducted by the Reviewer showed that in study NN1218-3978, the time of first 
sample above LLOQ in a majority of subjects in both the Fiasp and NovoLog treatment groups 
occurred within the first 5 min following dosing (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2: Time of first observed insulin aspart concentration above LLOQ following 
administration of Fiasp (FIA(Q)), NovoLog, and an exploratory formulation (FIA(R)) in 
Study NN1218-3978 
(Source: Reviewer’s analysis of data from Study NN1218-3978)  
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5.5 Euglycemic clamp studies: Blood glucose profiles  

Study NN1218-3978 

 

Figure 1: Blood glucose profile for Fiasp (FIA(Q)), NovoLog, and exploratory formulation 
(FIA(R)) during the euglycemic clamp in patients with T1DM 
(Source: Study NN1218-3978, Clinical study report, page 111) 

Study NN1218-3891 

 

Figure 2: Blood glucose profile for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s 
figure above  and NovoLog during the euglycemic clamp in young adult patients with 
T1DM (also shows data for geriatric patients with T1DM) 
(Source: Study NN1218-3891, Clinical study report, page 155) 
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Study NN1218-3887 

 

Figure 3: Blood glucose profile for Fiasp (indicated as faster aspart in the Applicant’s 
figure above) and NovoLog during the euglycemic clamp in patients with T1DM  

(Source: Study NN1218-3887, Clinical study report, page 159) 
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Executive Summary 

NN1218 (insulin aspart) developed by Novo Nordisk Inc., is an insulin analog proposed to 
improve glycemic control in adults with diabetes mellitus. This is a 505 (b)(1) NDA submission.  

NN1218 is developed as a mealtime insulin with the claim of ‘greater early glucose-lowering 
effect’ compared to the currently approved insulin aspart, NovoLog®. Compared to NovoLog®, 
NN1218 formulation has two additional excipients, nicotinamide and L-arginine hydrochloride. 
The sponsor claims that the addition of nicotinamide results in a ‘faster initial absorption of 
insulin aspart following subcutaneous (SC) injection, leading to a greater early glucose-
lowering effect compared to NovoLog®’. The claimed changes to the time-action profile of 
NN1218 is reflected in the proposed label language under Dosage and Administration Section, 
which states that NN1218 can be administered at the start of a meal or postmeal (within 20 
minutes after the start of a meal).  

Sponsor relies on the results of the pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) data from 
the clinical pharmacology studies (euglycemic clamp studies and meal challenge studies) to 
claim that there is ‘faster initial absorption of insulin leading to greater early insulin exposure 
following administration of NN1218 compared to NovoLog®’. This emphasizes the importance 
of understanding the PK and PD profile (collectively regarded as the time-action profile) of 
NN1218 compared to NovoLog®. As has been the case with any approved insulin product to 
date, from a regulatory and scientific perspective, the time-action profile of NN1218 (time to 
onset, peak action, and duration of action) is fundamental in guiding the safe and effective 
clinical use of this insulin product. The time-action profile provides information pertaining to the 
optimal time of administration of the insulin product in relation to a meal and enables 
optimization of the insulin therapy in patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and type 2 
diabetes mellitus (T2DM).  

Recommendation 

The office of clinical pharmacology (OCP) has reviewed the clinical pharmacology data 
submitted under NDA 208751 and found the data unacceptable to support the approval of the 
NDA pending adequate resolution of the deficiencies identified with the data. The following 
deficiency and the recommendations to address the deficiency should be communicated to the 
sponsor as appropriate: 

Deficiency: The bioanalytical method used for  
 is deemed unreliable due a number of issues mentioned below, which 

affect the reliability of the  pharmacokinetic data for all clinical pharmacology studies generated 
using the bioanalytical methodology under question.  
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Issues: 
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The review team’s concerns were discussed with the senior leadership team of the OCP (Meeting 
date - 08/23/2016) and there was overall agreement that the bioanalytical method used to 

 has significant deficiencies and fails to produce 
reliable pharmacokinetic data.   

Clinical pharmacology recommendations to address the deficiency are as follows – 

 Develop and validate a new analytical method where  
The sponsor is 

strongly recommended to use the validation acceptance criteria that are outlined in the 
Agency’s Guidance Document on Bioanalytical Method Validation [1]. If the analytical 
method meets the validation acceptance criteria, we recommend that  

 
 
 
 

reported in this NDA submission, we recommend that sponsor communicate this to the 
Agency for further discussion.   

  
 

  

  
 
 

    

Summary of Key Clinical Pharmacology Assessments  

The clinical pharmacology development program consisted of 10 trials, all in patients with 
T1DM, except in 1 trial (Figure 1). Two Phase 3 trials, trial NN1218-3852 (therapeutic 
confirmatory trial) and NN1218-3853 (not shown in Figure 1) were conducted in T1DM and 
T2DM patients, respectively. The Phase 3 trials characterized the postprandial glucose (PPG) 
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Reference 

1. Food and Drug Administration, Guidance for Industry - Bioanalytical Method Validation, 
September 2013 

2. NovoLog®, Prescribing information, Novo Nordisk, Inc., Label approved on 04/17/2015 
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Criteria for Refusal to File (RTF)
RTF Parameter Assessment Comments

1. Did the applicant submit bioequivalence data 
comparing to-be-marketed product(s) and those 
used in the pivotal clinical trials?

☐Yes  No ☐N/A

The sponsor reports that the 
formulation (faster-acting insulin 
aspart) intended for the market is 
identical to the formulation tested in 
the Phase 3a clinical program. The 
formulation used for the PK/PD 
clinical studies are also the faster-
acting insulin aspart, FIA(Q), to be 
marketed formulation. 

2. Did the applicant provide metabolism and 
drug-drug interaction information? (Note: RTF 
only if there is complete lack of information)

☐Yes  No ☐N/A
Cross-reference NDA20986 for drug-
drug interaction information (class 
labeling). 

3. Did the applicant submit pharmacokinetic 
studies to characterize the drug product, or submit 
a waiver request?

Yes ☐ No ☐N/A
Sponsor has submitted 
pharmacokinetic (PK) studies and 
PK/pharmacodynamic studies. 

4. Did the applicant submit comparative 
bioavailability data between proposed drug 
product and reference product for a 505(b)(2) 
application?

☐ Yes ☐No N/A

5. Did the applicant submit data to allow the 
evaluation of the validity of the analytical assay 
for the moieties of interest?

 Yes ☐No ☐N/A

6. Did the applicant submit study reports/rationale 
to support dose/dosing interval and dose 
adjustment?

 Yes ☐No ☐N/A

7. Does the submission contain PK and PD 
analysis datasets and PK and PD parameter 
datasets for each primary study that supports 
items 1 to 6 above (in .xpt format if data are 
submitted electronically)? ☐ Yes No ☐N/A

Comments included in the 74-Day 
Letter asking sponsor to specify the 
location of the data/output files or 
submit the data/output files for the 
population PK analysis conducted for 
study NN1218-3852 and for a 
proposed label claim (refer to the 
Filing Memo). 

8. Did the applicant submit the module 2 
summaries (e.g. summary-clin-pharm, summary-
biopharm, pharmkin-written-summary)?  

 Yes ☐No ☐N/A

9. Is the clinical pharmacology and 
biopharmaceutics section of the submission 
legible, organized, indexed and paginated in a 
manner to allow substantive review to begin?
If provided as an electronic submission, is the 
electronic submission searchable, does it have 
appropriate hyperlinks and do the hyperlinks 
work leading to appropriate sections, reports, and 

 Yes ☐ No ☐N/A
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biopharmaceutics studies of appropriate design 
and breadth of investigation to meet basic 
requirements for approvability of this product?
9. Was the translation (of study reports or other 
study information) from another language needed 
and provided in this submission?

☐Yes ☐No  N/A

Filing Memo
IS THE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY SECTION OF THE APPLICATION FILEABLE? Yes ☐ No

Overview of the NDA 208751 submission:
 Refer to the attached presentation slides.

Number of Studies:
 Total of 11 studies will be the primary focus of this review. 

Please identify and list any potential review issues to be forwarded to the Applicant for the 74-day letter:
 For study NN1218-3852 specify the location of the data files or submit the relevant data files 

pertaining to the population pharmacokinetic modeling described in the study report (Section 9.7.6) 
 Specify the location of the data files and output files pertaining to the population pharmacokinetic 

analysis conducted to determine the effect of age/body mass index on the insulin exposure of FIASP

Shalini Wickramaratne Senarath Yapa                                                                 11th February 2016
Reviewing Clinical Pharmacologist                          

Manoj Khurana                                                                                                      11th  February 2016
Team Leader
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